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ATTACHMENT A
BILL:

H.R. 1123

AUTHOR:

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE LAURA RICHARDSON
(D Long Beach)

SUWECT:

TlFlA EXPANSION ACT OF 2011

STATUS:

HOUSE COMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION AND
INFRASTRUCTURE

ACTION:

SUPPORT

-

Adopt a support position on HR 1123 (Richardson), which amends Title 23, United
States Code, to revise certain infrastructure finance provisions.

As part of our Board approved legislative program, we have been aggressively pursuing
the enhancement of the Transportation Infrastructure Finance and InnovationAct
(TIFIA) program. Specifically, the enhancement of the TlFlA program and the creation
of a new bond infrastructure program are the twin initiatives that constitute the major
legislative underpinnings of our America Fast Forward initiative.

PROVISIONS

H.R. 1123 seeks to dramatically expand the authorization of funds made available for
the TlFlA program. Specifically, the legislation would raise the authorized amount from
TlFlA from the current level of $122 million annually to $375 million for each of the fiscal
years 2011 through 2015. This provision is consistent with our agency's America Fast
Forward initiative.
The legislation proposed by Congresswoman Richardsonwould also increase the
maximum TlFlA share of project financing from the current rate of 33% to 49%. This
adjustment, which is consistent with our agency's America Fast Forward initiative, would
help projects in Los Angeles County and around the nation achieve financial feasibility.
H.R. 1123 would authorize the U.S. Department of Transportation to offer a limited
hedge to protect TlFlA project sponsors receiving an upfront contingent credit
commitment. This provision is important because it would provide a financial cushion
for projects receiving an upfront conditional commitment resulting from rising interest
rates between the dates of executing a TlFlA agreement and finalizing the underlying
financial agreement.
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Separate and apart from the TlFlA enhancements proposed by our agency, H.R. 1123
would mandate that a project or group of related projects benefiting from a TlFlA loan
must use clean construction equipment. Specifically, the bill outlines that construction
equipment used for TIFIA-backed projects must meet the Environmental Protection
Agency's Tier 4 non-road engine fine particulate emission standard.
IMPACT ANALYSIS

The enhancement of the TlFlA program represents an important element in our
agency's drive to accelerate the construction of our Measure R funded transit and
highway projects. The program, as currently funded and structured, is inadequate to
meet both the needs of our agency and more generally, the needs of national
transportation stakeholders. For this reason, H.R. 1123 represents a generally positive
step forward in our goal to have Congress consider and adopt our America Fast
Forward initiative, which includes the twin goals of enhancing the TlFlA program and
creating a new transportation bond program.
The strong national demand for the TlFlA program was most recently illustrated when
dozens of transportation agencies submitted letters of interest with respect to securing
Fiscal Year 201 1 TlFlA loans. According to the U.S. Department of Transportation, the
demand for TlFlA loans exceeded $14 billion for projects with a total cost of $48 billion.
Clearly, the current TlFlA program, funded at the authorized amount of $122 million
annually, cannot meet the strong demand for TlFlA loans.
Given that H.R. 1123 would triple the authorized funding for the TlFlA program, permit
the U.S. Department of Transportation to offer a limited interest rate hedge to project
sponsors and that the bill would increase the maximum TlFlA share from 33% to 49% of
project costs, among other provisions, the bill represents an opportunity to insert these
provisions in the broader surface transportation authorization bill being crafted in the
U.S. House of Representative and U.S. Senate.
Should the provisions of H.R. 1123 become law, our agency stands to benefit by using
TlFlA loans as an important element in the financial plan to accelerate the construction
of our transit and highway program.
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ATTACHMENT B
SUBJECT:

EXPEDITING FEDERAL PROJECT DELIVERY PROCESS

STATUS:

ENDORSED BY THE ORANGE COUNTY TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY

ACTION:

SUPPORT

RECOMMENDATION
Adopt a support position with respect to the Orange County Transportation Authority's
(OCTA) Breaking Down Barriers initiative.
ISSUE
Last year, OCTA began a dialogue with congressional leaders and representatives of
the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) to explore the subject of expediting the
current federal project delivery process. This dialogue was initiated during the current
economic downturn and in the context of finding a path forward where projects that are
currently tied up in 'red tape" can move to construction, thereby enabling employment
opportunities for thousands of southland residents and thousands of other workers
across the nation whose livelihood is directly tied to the construction of transportation
projects. OCTA labeled their effort to expedite the federal project delivery process:
Breaking Down Barriers.

OCTA contracted with Cambridge Systematics to generate a report on how current
federal statutes and regulations could be modified andlor eliminated to expedite the
federal projects delivery process. The report (see Attachment B) identified a number of
current regulations and practices that, in the opinion of the authors of the report, delay
project delivery. According to an OCTA Board report, these regulations and practices
include: misplaced federal focus on micromanaging, instead of good project control; a
misplaced reliance on document length instead of quality; a focus on processing
projects in place of advancing projects; a failure to adopt a federal, state, and local
partnership effort to replace the highly risk-averse attitude presently associated with
federal oversight; an erroneous belief that delay is evidence of diligence; a failure to
penalize delay and reward innovation at the federal and state
or local level.
The specific recommendations of the Cambridge Systematics report that was
commissioned as part of the Breaking Down Barriers initiative are as follows:
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Approach 1- Federal Focus on Outcomes
Modernize cumbersome processes to shift Federal actions toward improving
transportation systems faster.
1. Extend pre-award spending authority in Title 49 to the Federal-aid Highway
Program that exists under other modes.
2. Administratively clarify that Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Amendments can and should be expedited by metropolitan planning organizations
(MPOs).
3. Extend through statute the pilot Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) Section 6005 that delegates authority to
conduct the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) on behalf of
the Federal government to any state who can demonstrate the capacity to do so.
4. Remove redundant steps in the current system of processing Environmental
Impact Statements (EIS): Draft EIS, Final EIS, and then a Record of Decision
(ROD) in sequence. Modernize communication techniques required for circulation.
5. Change air quality regulations to allow for a modular or scenario approach to
conformity.
6. Expand the availability and use of programmatic agreements for additional
categorical exclusions (CEs).
7. Streamline and coordinate reporting requirements to reduce redundant
reporting to multiple entities.
8. Simplify Federal approval processes when Federal formula grants are one third
or less of project costs.
9. Require in statute that United States Department of Transportation (U.S.
DOT) initiate an effort to develop consistent expectations for environmental
permitting and procurement requirements across all of the modes' formula
grant programs.
10. Advance as full partners the teaming practices and "work-aroundsnthat have
been opportunistically used by sponsors and agencies to make Federal processes
work. (Best Practice)
11. Establish Administratively clear, up-front criteria for Federal.eligibilityand
project approval to build an understanding of what information is necessary
to advance a successful project. (Best Practice)
12. Develop muttiagency stewardship agreements to set ground rules and
manage expectations as individual projects move through the approval
pipeline. (Best Practice)

-

Approach 2 Teaming Partners for Performance
Improvements to Grant Programs will clarify the respective roles of Federal,
state, and local agencies for accountability and efficiency in achieving jointly
developed milestones.
1. Establish in Federal law a "Program Delivery Partnering Plan" option for
Federal grant recipients and agencies.
2. Establish in Federal law a comparable optional "Project Delivery Partnering
Plannfor Federal grant recipients and agencies.
3. Establish in Federal law or regulations a 'prompt actionnprovision for

Federal agencies.
4. Establish in law a partnering recognition and award program.
5. Utilize the new Executive Order 13563 to review rules to remove those that
"stifle job creation and make our economy less competitive."
6. Establish in law and provide dedicated funding for a "Transportation
Delivery Academy" and certification program.
7. Take fuller advantage of provisions which permit recipients to supplement
staff at Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Division offices andlor
Resource Agency field offices, to expedite high-prionty projects for
environmental reviews (Best Practice); extend that statutory authority to
other reviews.
8. Expand the use of integrated analysis and permit approvals such as National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Clean Water Act Section 404 procedures.
9. Initiate early and ongoing teaming between Federal transportation agencies,
Resource Agencies, and grant recipientslprogram sponsors to create high-performance
teams with shared goals and outcome expectations on major projects. (Best Practice)
10. Require relevant Federal agencies to participate with recipients as standard
protocol in establishing and managing to a time line as a serious component
of their oversight and stewardship responsibilities across the board. (Best
Practice)
11. Ensure that interagency working groups have understandings in place as to
'elevation" to higher authorities to break impasses. (Best Practice)
12. Apply 'practical design" philosophies, along with context-sensitive solutions-style
techniques that bring the public to the table earlier. (Best Practice)

-

Approach 3 Internal Recipient Focus for Efficiency
Grant recipient-based strategies can reap program-wide time and cost savings on
both routine and major projects and ultimately change industry practices.
1. Incorporate into Federal partnership agreements explicit commitments that
will help projects remain on schedule and on budget. Back up those commitments
with allocation of U.S. DOT'Sresearch agenda and budget to deploy appropriate tools
and techniques.
2. Seek a Federal research budget line-item that would sponsor a peer review
andlor develop a model Statewide Transportation Improvement Program database that
could serve to increase transparency and access to project information while minimizing
special purpose reporting.
3. Establish a partnering grant initiative between Federal Agencies and grant
recipients to help transportation agencies apply quality innovative contract management
principles.
4. Foster investments by public agencies to support their intemal operations
such as information systems at program andlor system levels that speed decisions in
the long run.
5. Invest in the internal capabilities to effectively use innovative contracting
mechanisms such as DesignIBuild and construction management innovations that
foster acceptance in the local industry. (Best Practice)
6. Revise current Federal guidance and regulation to encourage quality partnerships
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between utilities and DOTs by making it feasible for DOTs to develop this business line
and allowing DOTs to maintain control over project schedules. (Best Practice)
7. Employ integrated project-based teams, including participating agencies and
local governments. (Best Practice)
8. Improve internal processes to leverage greater trust with external practices (Best
Practice)
IMPACT ANALYSIS
Given the scale and scope of our agency's construction program, many of the
recommendations included in the Breaking Down Barriers initiative would help expedite
the construction of highway and transit projects in Los Angeles County. For example,
the initiative endorses a continuation of the federal pilot program that delegates
authority to conduct the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act on behalf
of the Federal Government to any state who can demonstrate the capacity to do so. The
continuation of this pilot program would be directly beneficial to our highway program.
Another example of how the proposals in the Breaking Down Barriers initiative could
positively impact our agency is with respect to a proposal that the USDOT take fuller
advantage of provisions which permit recipients, like our agency, to supplement staff at
Federal Highway Administration division offices to expedite high prionty projects. This
could be helpful to our agency with respect to many of the high-priority highway projects
that our agency has moving towards construction.
Our agency would derive a broad benefit if the policy recommendations incorporated in
the Breaking Down Barriers initiative were to be included in our nation's next surface
transportation bill.
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Executive Summary
High unemployment in these difficult economic times brings into sharp focus the
potential benefits of improving the efficiency of accessing and using Federal
highway and transit funding to accelerate the creation of jobs. Expediting the
delivery of programs and projects that use Federal transportation funds can
secure the goals of these investments sooner, including the direct employment
benefits, and at lower cost to the public. This study presents a comprehensive
list of legislative, regulatory, and policy options that could be undertaken to
expedite Federal projects. These options are based on the understanding of
current barriers to timely delivery as perceived by direct grantees and other
grant recipients who use the funds.
The study team conducted interviews of public officials at all levels, practitioners
within and outside implementing agencies, and industry leaders who have
extensive experience in both the public and private sectors. We discussed the
full range of challenges that are routinely faced in providing transportation
infrastructure and in operating well-performing transportation systems. These
discussions took a critical look at the existing processes in order to identify
sources of delay and solutions to the problems presented within the Federal
system These frank interviews were an opportunity to develop insights into the
dynamics in play between grantors and grantees. They provided a constructive
basis to develop options to improve the processes.
Throughout this study, there is a recognition that many of the features of Federal
programs that lengthen Federal project delivery time were, and continue to be,
well-intentioned; that they were originally put in place and further evolved to
provide assurances that public funds are well-spent. However, there is a strong
consensus that the Federal government can modernize its approach to program
and project delivery. Further, there is a strong consensus that there is a high
price to be paid by the public due to delay implicit in many of these processes,
and that this delay can be explicitly addressed without undermining the
meritorious intent of the requirements.
Participants in the study universally understood that the vast majority of the
individuals who manage Federal grant programs carry out their responsibilities,
as demanded by agency policy and law, in a highly professional manner. As a
result, some of the findings may be difficult for these Federal officials to hear
without being defensive. However, hearing these messages is an important first
step to understanding the implications of the current systems. The options were
developed in the spirit of integrating the ability to deliver cost-effective
programs as a legitimate policy outcome into the programs' explicit functional
policy goals.
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Over the years since these Federal programs were first designed, the
transportation industry has changed and many would say has matured both
technically and from a public administration point of view. Going as far back as
the 195OYs,governance of Federal programs evolved to help a fledgling public
works sector put into place an extensive set of high-quality transportation assets.
Some of those govemame assumptions and practices need to be reviewed in
light of changes in both the public and private sectors. For example:
The capabilities of major recipients have grown and become more
sophisticated Although there is variation among State DOTS and other
agencies, many have strong technical staff and resources. Those capacities
might even be considered to rival the Federal agencies themselves. One of
the roles of the Federal programs has been to advance public works
competence, particularly in the design and execution of major civil works
projects, and this can be seen as a success. The close scrutiny of routine
actions by agencies could be considered to be no longer justified for the full
range of grantees and might be streamlined by adjusting oversight processes
to focus on accountability and good project control rather than
micromanagement.

-

a

A greater sensitivity to impacts of transportation decisions on communities
has been instilled in local and State decision-making The laws and policies
that have been put in place at Federal, State, and local levels have been
extremely effective in focusing the attention of transportation officials and

professionals. In particular, an ethic of integrity and envimmental
awareness has 'strengthened and developed since the earliest days of public
works construction.- There is still significant variation among grantees in
these areas, but it can be argued that many grantees have internalized these
values. Therefore, based on grantees and approaches with proven track
records, prescriptive and time-consuming processes may be able to give way
to new and more efficient processes and still assure that such values are
integrated in program delivery.

-

Modern business practices recognize the value of time The contribution of
transportation to a healthy economy has encouraged the public sector to be
particularly sensitive to the costs imposed by delay. Competitive pressures,
internationally and domestically, have prompted adoption of costcutting
and value-added practices unheard of only decades before and the time span
for adoption is accelerating along with other features of modem life.
a

ES2

Modern construction practices are spreading into public works- Even
among public works infrastructure, barriers to new technologies, new
contracting relationships, and new funding partnerships are falling. Systems
that are sequential in nature (traditional design, bid, build) are giving way to
other models that still maintain fairness and transparency in public dealings.
These changes are not undertaken "on faith" but with risks identified and
protections built into new processes.
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Changes to the Federal program that could speed up the implementation of
projects have been debated over several Federal reauthorization cycles. This
effort takes a somewhat different approach as it does not dissect the stages in
program delivery to determine blame for delay that could be avoided if different
laws or policies were in place. Past debates have often focused almost
exclusively on the environmental permitting phases. This study goes beyond to
consider all phases of transportation program delivery.
No single finding or option presents a "silver bullet" to address unnecessary
delay. However, in identifying options that could accelerate program and
project delivery, the approach was to think creatively as to how the following
program features could be retained and enhanced while improving program
efficiency:
Oversight and accountability would not be undemined;
Costs of delay and relative risk would be brought into consideration;
a

Credibility of planning activities would be increased along with the quality
of information for good decision-making;

a

Public participation would not be reduced;
Environmental and other analyses would not be substantively compromised.

The report presents findings and options organized around three major themes.
Approach 1: Federal focus on outcomes.
a

Concentrating Federal engagement in a manner that amounts to
micromanaging projects, instead of fostering good program management by
grantees, will misplace resources and be counterproductive overall.
Redundancies in required processes could be eliminated in favor of outcomebased protections. Due diligence on the part of oversight agencies does not
equate to protracted processes or lengthy documentation. Recognizing that
many owners/operators of transportation systems contribute well-beyond .
the majority of system resources is an important first step in identifying new
roles that could result in refocusing and leveraging the Federal contribution.

a

Twelve high potential actions are identified which could "modernize
cumbersome processes to shift Federal actions toward improving
transportation systems faster."

Approach 2: Teaming partnere for performance.
a

Federal oversight can be improved if it embraces effective partnership efforts
to replace the highly risk-averse attitudes that often prevail. If a partnership
relationship more akin to a "customer service" attitude were instilled, mutual
benefits could be achieved from both a national and the local perspective.

a

A second set of 12 high-potential actions are identified which could result in
"improvements to grant programs [which] will clarify the respective roles of

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Federal, state, and local agencies for accountability and efficiency in
achieving jointly developed milestones."
Approach 3: Internal recipient focus for efficiency.
A valuable Federal role could be to coach and facilitate grantee progress by

bringing "lessons learned" to peer exchanges, rather than issuing mandates.
This may not require explicit statutory direction and instead might be
accomplished through administrative or policy changes alone. Institutional
changes and business practices may be as much of a "new frontier" as the
technology challenges upon which public works programs have historically
focused. Rewarding and spreading innovations that bring new efficiencies to
industry practice would be well-received.
A final set of eight high-potential actions are identified that would support

"grant recipient-based strategies [that] can reap program-wide time and cost
savings on both routine and major projects and ultimately change industry
practices."

ES4
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1.0 Introduction and Overview
This study was undertaken for the Orange County Transportation Authority
which is seeking to shorten the time it takes to apply Federal transportation
funds to its priority projects in order to accelerate the economic and productivity
benefits of those investments. This "Breaking Down Barriers Initiative" is in
large part motivated to serve economic recovery in the form of jobs. The
Authority sees the potential of partnering with like-minded agencies and the
Federal government itself to tackle the job of addressing unnecessary project
delivery delays. It has joined the chorus of grantees who want to squeeze out
inefficiency from regulatory processes that systematically add time and drain
resources through duplication and waste but in no way does it call for a
reduction in accountability or environmental responsibility. This initiative seeks
to understand sources of delay in surface transportation program delivery,
identify approaches to combat that delay, and identify specific program features.
that if adopted would encourage expedited use of the Federal funding available.

1.2 SCOPE
AND METHODOLOGY
Delays can occur at any stage of the transportation funding relationship with the
Federal government. This delay pervades processes for program plannin&
programming, project development and environmental review, project design
and contracting, and project implementation Therefore, this work has employed
a comprehensive perspective: across surface transportation modes and across
the full extent of program and project phases. In this effort, we have analyzed
both transit and highway systems from an owner and user perspective and have
looked at the entire range of activities from planning through operations.
The findings are in large part based on a series of over 40 confidential interviews
with industry leaders, including practitioners, state and local officials, former
Federal officials, industry associations, and other interested parties. Our
questions probed their experiences, both positive and negative, in securing
approvals to use, and implement projects with, Federal funds. We sought to
understand techniques that have been used to accelerate delivery and the
broader lessons learned. The intent was not to catalogue or quantify delays but
to gather the insights and perceptions that often drive industry and government
practice and as such, are the expectations and reality that decision-makers face.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc
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Our findings are grouped under three approaches that relate to what we have
determined are the underlying sources of unnecessary delay. In the paper that
follows, we discuss each approach and offer a series of high-potential actions
that could address these barriers to expedited delivery. An immediate
observation is that the most significant barriers are a function of institutions and
adopted roles rather than law or policy, as exhibited by the acceleration that
comes with emergency conditions. In this overview, we briefly provide those
actions which are discussed in more depth in the following pages.
Several items are identified as '%?st practice." In this paper, that phrase is used
to identify a strategy that practitioners have adopted with some success to
address the shortcomings under current law, regulation, or policies that
contribute to delay. Such best practices are not universal but elements may have
been integrated into Federal processes by some recipients. They are particularly
instructive since the strategies that recipients have initiated could provide the
experience to justify incorporation into improved Federal processes.

-

Approach 1 Federal Focus on Outcomes
Modernize cumbersome processes to shift Federal actions toward improving
transportation systems faster.
1. Extend pre-award spending authority in Title 49 to the Federal-aid Highway
Program that exists under other modes.

2. Administratively clarify that Transportation Improvement Program 0
Amendments can and should be expedited by metropolitan planning
organizations (MPOs).

3. Extend through statute the pilot Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) Section 6005
that delegates authority to conduct the requirements of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)on behalf of the Federal government to
any state who can demonstrate the capacity to do so.
4. Remove redundant steps in the current system of processing Environmental
Impact Statements (EIS): Draft EIS, Final EIS, and then a Record of Decision
(ROD)in sequence. Modernize communication tdmiques required for
circulation.
5. Conduct research to determine whether a modular or scenario approach to
conformity is feasible.
6. Expand the availability and use of programmatic agreements for additional

categorical exclusions (a).
7. Streamline and coordinate reporting requirements to reduce redundant
reporting to multiple entities.

1-2
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8. Simplify Federal approval processes when Federal formula grants are onethird or less of project costs.
9. Require in statute that United States Department of Transportation (U.S.
DOT) initiate an effort to develop consistent expectations for envhmmental
permitting and procurement requirements across all of the modes' formula
grant programs.
10. Advance as full partners the teaming practices and "work-arounds" that have
been opportunistically used by sponsors and agencies to make Federal
processes work. (Best Practice)

11. Establish Administratively clear, up-front criteria for Federal eligbility and
project approval to build an understanding of what information is necessary
to advance a successful project. (Best Ractice)

12. Develop multiagency stewardship ageemmts to set ground rules and
manage expectations as individual projects move through the approval
pipeline. (Best Ractice)

-

Approach 2 Teaming Partners for Performance
Improvements to Grant Programs will clarify the respective roles of Federal,
state, and local agencies for accountability and efficiency in achieving jointly
developed milestones.
1. Establish in Federal law a "Program Delivery Partnering Plan" option for
Federal grant recipients and agencies.

2. Establish in Federal law a comparable optional "Project Delivery Partnering
Plan" for Federal grant recipients and agencies.
3. Establish in Federal law or regulations a ''prompt action" provision for
Federal agencies.
4. Establish in law a pa-

recognition and award program.

5. Utilize the new Executive Order 13563 to review rules to remove those that
"stifle job creation and make our economy less competitive."
6. Establish in law and provide dedicated funding for a 'Transportation
Delivery Academy" and certification program.

7. Take fuller advantage of provisions which permit recipients to supplement
staff at Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) Division offices and/or
Resource Agency field offices, to expedite high-priority projects for
environmental reviews (Best Ractice); extend that statutory authority to
other reviews.
8. Expand the use of integrated analysis and permit approvals such as National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Clean Water Act Section 404 procedures.

Cmbdge Systematics, Inc.
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9. Initiate early and ongoing teaming between Federal transportation agencies,
Resource Agencies, and grant recipients/program sponsors to create highperformance teams with shared goals and outcome expectations on major
projects. (Best Practice)

10. Require relevant Federal agencies to participate with recipients as standard
protocol in establishing and managing to a time line as a serious component of
their oversight and stewardship responsibilities across theboard. (Best Ractice)
11. Ensure that interagency working groups have understandings in place as to
"elevation" to higher authorities to break impasses. (Best Practice)

12 Apply 'practical design" philosophies, along with contextdtive s o l u t i ~
style techniques that bring the public to the table earlier. (Best Ractice)

-

Approach 3 Internal Recipient Focus for Efficiency
Grant recipient-based strategies can reap program-wide time and cost savings on
both routine and major projects and ultimately change industry practices.
1. Incorporate into Federal partnership agreements explicit commitments that
will help projects remain on schedule and on budget. Back up those commitments with allocation of U.S. DOT'S research agenda and budget to
deploy appropriate tools and techniques.
2. Seek a Federal research budget line-item that would sponsor a peer review
and/or develop a model Statewide Transportation Improvement Program
database that could serve to increase transparency and access to project
information while minimizing special purpose reporting.

3. Establish a partnering grant initiative between Federal Agencies and grant
recipients to help transportation agencies apply quality innovative contract
management principles.
4. Foster investments by public agencies to support their internal operations
such as information systems at program and/or system levels that speed
decisions in the long run.

5. Invest in the internal capabilities to effectively use innovative contracting
mechanisms such as Design/Build and construction management
innovations that foster acceptance in the local industry. (Best Practice)

6. Revise current Federal guidance and regulation to encourage quality partnerships between utilities and DOTS by making it feasible for DOTS to develop
this business line and allowing DOTS to maintain control over project
schedules. (Best Practice)
7. Employ integrated project-based teams, including participating agencies and
local governments. (Best Practice)

8. Improve internal processes to leverage greater trust with external partners.
(Best Practice)

Accelerating Federal PIogrmn and Pmjcct Delivery

2.0 Findings and High-Potential
Actions
Modernize c u m b m e processes to shift Federal actions toward improving
transportation systems faster.

Findings
To some degree, regardless of the funding source, officials and professionals
tolerate and expect delays in putting transportation investments in place. As
an industry, public works construction suffersfrom a culture where delays
are considered an acceptable tradeoff for the size, complexity, cost, and life
span of the products. Unnecessary delays during preconstruction and construction phases are further reinforced by Federal practices where time is
tolerated as a cost of obtaining Federal funding. Comparable private construction enterprises and recent changes in Federal project management
philosophy reflect recognition of the true cost of delay and place value on
successful efforts to eliminate unnecessary time spent.
Grant recipients who incorporate strategies to minimize the sequential
approaches that are vulnerable to delays that themselves can reverberate
through projects often meet resistance - their efforts may not present themselves as "clean" or "straightforward" in terms of the work load for Federal
review. However, grant recipients that manage at the program level can take
advantage of the opportunity to work a series of projects in parallel and are
better prepared for contingencies. Ekperienced Federal managers are tolerant
of such complexity and can be supportive of the "juggling act" that is necessary for such sizeable enberprises.
S o d l e d "fiscal constraint*'requirements can unnecessarily complicate program management. Well-intentimed Federal criteria were originally incorporated in the Intermodal Surface Transportation FBkiency A d (ISTEA) to
assure discipline and transparency in program development by requiring a
demonstration that capital plans are consistent with the level of revenues
available including funding needed to operate and maintain the system.
Some flexibility has been provided in applying this test during times of Federal
funding uncertainty. A strict inteqmtation that addresses non-Federal revenues in essence removes the "ease" in budgeting necessary to deal with e c e
nomic forces. Full disclosure of a masonable "margin of error" might be
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sufficient to meet the spirit of the law without undermhhg the credibility of
the basic test.
As conducted in many regions, TIP approval and TIP amendment approval

processes are inconsistentwith dynamic program management.

-

-

The cumbersome change process The North Central Texas COG, the MPO for D a b ,
undermines transparency as it Texas has drafted spedfic guldance, In cmamnce
assumes that all issues relating to with heir DOT and Policy Board, to deline and set
for amendments and modllieetbns.
funding and scope are settled in thresholds
When a change ocars, the MPO can decide
advance. It appears that stream- internally whether a change is an amendment of a
By not having b seek apprwal h
lining the amendment process is mad-.
DOT
or
their
respeclive Policy Boards on every
more a relic of the operating prodecision, the process mfaster.
cedures of individual MPO Boards
than standard Federal require
ments. Unfortunately, this is an area where there is variation in interpretation aaoss the country that could benefit from clarification in the
direction of permissive simplified procedures. (See Case Study in North
Central Texas COG at right.)
An ''honest" TIP could essentially be considered ''unstable," which itself
can lead to further delays resulting from processing documents rather

than advancing the program.

-

Planners may be motivated to
'low-ball" total projectcosts in TIP
estimates to avoid sticker shock on
the part of legislature/funding
agencies/public. (See Case Study
in Maryland at right.)

(SHA) and the MPOs coordinate and complete
(when possible) the plaming and NEPA phases
before obtaining funds so thet cost estimates and
schedules are more accurate.

Unfortunately, a quality Federal envhmmental review is too often equated to
a lengthy one.
- Federal environmental reviews are generally superimposed upon state
environmental review processes. Jkpending upon the rigor of the state
statutes and processes, this redundancy can mean time-consuming duplication. Combined Federal/state review process are particularly cumbersome in metropolitan areas. The number of entities who must be
engaged in the approval process multiply.
Too often, grant recipients must resort to managing NEPA dcmments
rather than managing for outcomes. Grant recipients frequently complain that Federal agencies are looking for 'Wet-proof" documents to
minimize risk of lawsuits. In many cases, they are suspicious that
assuming a defensive legal posture is meant to protect the Federal govenunent from risk or to stop projects altogether. Grant recipients often
argue that they are willing to accept some legal risk in order to accomplish transportation goals.

-
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-

-

-

Sequential preparation and circulation of voluminous documents for
comment can misapply resources and add time without adding true
value to the decision-makingprocess.
Some have argued that DEIS are slow to process due to Quality Control
issues. Since the authors, sponsors, and reviewers believe that there are
subsequent opportunities to revise and improve the documents, they do
not place high value on getting it right the first time.
The length of the Federal review cycles are commonly attributed to lack
of Federal staff, other Federal resources, or lack of motivation (e.g., for
non-transportation agencies, such reviews are not their main mission) at
the Federal level to process reviews quickly. The result is an inability for
DOTSto manage the environmental and related review schedule.

Regulatory detemhations can lack credibility because project sponsors
are aware of the lack of consistency in interpretation of NEPA regulations
across regions of the country or between states. Regional Federal offices
vary in how they interpret regulations, and Federal transportation agencies (FHWA, ETA, and FRA) do not have consistent processes; this
becomes particularly visible and is an impediment for jointly funded
proi*
Unfortunately, "good'' cost control is too often equated with Federal staff
micromanaging construction contracts when grant recipients are capable
of overseeing these activities.
)>

)>

Federal staff are often more comfortable with the traditional Design/
Bid/Build contracting process because each sequential step can be
easier in the short run to review and control. Unfortunately, with
such an approach, there is great potential to misdirect attention and
resources to change orders, particularly in the hand+ff between
design and construction, in an attempt to control costs.
Design-Build and its variations instead focus on managing in terms of
outcomes established by the facility owner. Incentives that explicitly
deal with cost and schedules may appear to have more risk since
there are ranges of acceptable price based on meeting criteria such as
delivery time, but in the long run are more effective far the owner.

High-Potential Actions
1. Extend pre-award spending authority in Title 49 to the Federal-aid Highway
Program that exists under other modes. Eligible costs can be reimbursed
once/should an approval take place. This would be conditional and on the
clear articulation of the risk borne by grant recipients and disclosure of
potential bias.

a. This approach has a long history with transit projects. A Letter of No
Rejudice (LONP) was a document issued by the FTA that allowed a
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grantee to be reimbursed (with Federal funds) for activities that occurred
prior to being awarded a grant. As this has become common practice, an
individual letter is no longer required.
b. Such pre-award spending would be much more direct and faster than the
approach provided in Federal highway law, known as "advance construction" (AC). Under AC, all of the Federal approvals must already be
in place as if the project was to use Federal funds.
c. Section 115of Title 23, Advance Construction, could be amended to allow
recipients to avoid losing eligibility should they choose to take actions in
advance of receipt of Federal funds. It would clarify that the recipient
would assume any risks associated with actions prior to Federal
approval.
d. The comparable provision 49 USC 5307(g) and 5309(i) have been interpreted to allow approval for formula funds at the program level based on
an overall program of projects and eligibility understan-.
2. Administratively clarify that TIP Amendments can and should be expedited
by MPOs.
a. A Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) is a programming document that is updated at least every four years, containing projects that
require a Federal action or that are regionally significant. Once approved
by the MFO and Governor, the TIPS is incorporated into the State
Transportation Improvement Program (STIP). The STIP requires joint
approval from FHWA and FTA under 23 CFR Parts 450.324 and 450.326.
Once the TIP is adopted, changes (administrative modifications or
amendments as defined in 23 USC 450.104) are subject to approval based
on procedures established by the MPO, state DOT,and U S DOT. State
DOTS and the MPOs within each state have developed the internal p r e
cedures for adopting such "modifications" and "amendments," so that
projects can move forward in what is perceived as a timely fashion.
b. Guidance memoranda could be issued by FHWA and lTA to clarify an
understanding that Federal requirements do not restrict procedures that
afford timely action on TIP amendments - that these procedures are a
matter of local determi~tion
and are not only acceptable but encouraged.
c. Methods at the MPO level for expediting such changes without jeopardizing public input could include:
i. Redefining the level of change that triggers an amendment;
ii. Reducing the length of the public comment period;
iii. Grouping amendments; and

iv. Holding more frequent "virtual" Policy Board meetings.
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3. Ehtend through statute the SAFETEA-LU Section 6005 pilot that delegates
authority to conduct NEPA on behalf of the Federal government to any state
who can demonstrate the capacity to do so.
a. SAFETEA-LU Section 6005, codi- CaliromiaisUwfifst,andanly,stete~
fied as 23 United States Code respatlsibilii under the NEPA D d @ m h Wd
(USC)3270, established a project Program to assume the Federal H#way
delivery pilot program for five AdminisWan's (FHWA) rwponsibllities for the
National Environmental Policy Ad (NEPA) and
states, allowing them to apply to olher
Federal environmental laws. Thls program
U.S. DOT to assume all U.S. DOT albwg California to accelerate b m p o d a h &
environmental
responsibilities eds withwt compromisingenvinmmental proteelon
under NEPA and other environ- stanhis. B e n e f i t s o f ~ W .
mental laws (excluding the Clean
Eliminates one layer of document review;
Air Ad and transportation planRetains all project review auhrlty within the
ning requirements). California is
State;
the only State participating in the
Calbans consulls d l d y with Federal Reswrce
Pilot Program. The program is
Agencies;
now scheduled to terminate on
Technical Reviewslconsultations occur at the
August 10,2012.
bcal level, eliminating back and forth bansmitEalswith FHWA;
b. In the fifth annual report subBuilds relationships with resource egendes;
mitted to Congress for the period
and
through Augustlo, #no, FHWA
observed that ''During the past
Builds DOT staff capabilii.
year, the California Department of
Transportation (Caltrans) has functioned successfully under the Pilot
Program and has worked on continuous process and procedural
improvements, in response to feedback from the FHWA audits and their
self-assessments."
c. The provisions contained in Section 6005 could be made permanent and
the option extended to other states who qualify. A regulatory action
would need to take place to define qualifications; there would be benefit
to provide policy direction as to those qualifications in report language as
well as to grandfather California.
d. An alternative approach could be State certi£ication for all or some of the
Federal responsibility. A statutory change could allow Federal NEPA
requirements to be met simultaneously with State "'NEPA-like" statutes if
it can be demonstrated that both State and Federal policy goals are
equivalent.
4. Adopt the recommendation of the National Surface Transportation Policy
and Revenue Study Commission that observed the redundancy and waste
associated with the current system of Environmental Impact Statements
(EIS):a full Draft EIS, followed by a Final EIS, and then a Record of Jkcision
(ROD)are prepared and processed in sequence. One of these steps could be
eliminated without reducing the credibility of the public comment and disposition steps.

-
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In practice:
- Draft EIS prepared and cleared by agencies for circulation and comment;
- Agency(s) review and comment, including review of public comments on
DEE itself;
Final EIS prepared and cleared by agencies for circulation and comment;
- Agency(s) review and comment, including review of public comments on
FEIS itself; and
- Agency prepares a ROD which addresses public and agency comments as
well. Another public comment period is usually provided for.

-

a. Addressing such in-encies
should be placed on the agenda for the
new Executive Order described in Approach 2 below for administrative
action as many of the specific requirements are functions of inteqmtation/regulation rather than statute. Cooperation with CEQ could drive
regulatory change and/or policy direction could be addressed by
Congress in statute and report language. The CEQ regulations could be
adjusted (along with the agency level implementing regulations) without
violating the spirit of NEPA. A combined process could eliminate duplication and reopening the issues once specific matters were addressed
unless facts have changed in the interim.
b. Background - Council on Envirunmental Quality (CEQ) issues
Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the National
Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR §§1500-1508). To address the NEPA
responsibilities established by CEQ, FHWA issued regulations (23 CFR
§77l), Environmental Impact and Related Procedures. The citations pertinent to this proposal from the CEQ regulations include:
i. Section 1502.9 draft, final and supplemental statements. Requires
both draft and final EISs, both of which "must fulfill and satisfy to the
fullest extent possible the requirements established for final statements in section 102(2)(C)of the Act."
ii. Section 1505.2 Record of decision (ROD). Requires that "At the time

of its decision.. .each agency shall prepare a concise public record of
decision" The regulation spells out that the ROD should essentially
contain the decision, all alternatives and factors taken into account,
explain how harm is avoided/minimized by way of the decision. In
practice, this is not a concise record but a restatement.
c. Modern communication media such as the Intemet are dfickntly
ubiquitous to be embraced as the majar means to solicit input and comment
This would avoid the cost and delay associated with printing volumes of
materials or holding multiple meekgs that add little public access value.
Implementing regulations from CEQ should acknowledgethat consideration
can be given tu situations where access to electnrnic media is so limited as to
sigdicantly hinder public input from affeded communities. Public
participation plans should ad*
thoseaudienceson an exception basis.
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d. Archaic communication requirements such as legal notification postings,
formal public hearings, extensive mailings, etc., should be reviewed and
updated in light of the acceptance and effectiveness of new media and
other communication techniques.
e. The publication of environmental decisions which trigger a 180-day
statute of limitations for lawsuits challenging Federal agency approvals
should be made standard practice on the part of the lead agency.
Alternatively, the statute that created this period could be amended to
start the 180-dayperiod automatically upon signature of the ROD.
5. Direct and provide specific funding for USEPA and U.S. DOT to conduct
research to determine whether a modular or scenario approach to conformity
(rather than numerous inmemental approaches) is feasible, provided that
local impads can be taken into consideration. In order to encourage
programming that provides full information in a timely manner as to the
combination of projects contained in a TIP/STIP, an approach to conformity
calculations should be explored that is not exclusively linked to specific
projects but instead to geared toward various scenarios.

a. A Transportation Improvement Program
is a programming document that is updated at least every four years, containing projects that
require a Federal action or that are regionally significant. Once the TIP is
adopted, changes (administrative modifications or amendments as
defined in 23 USC 450.104) are subject to approval which could include a
redemonstration of conformity (if in maintenance or nonattahnent) for
the proposed change to be considered.
b. Frequent analytical "runs" of the cdmmity model are time and mource
intensive; the perception is strong amung transportation practitioners h t
AQ advocates at the Federal level cunsider such delays to be acceptable and
appear to be biased toward ''no-build" approaches. In contrast, such
iterative analyses are often considered by project spansars to be unnecessary
and m
m
j mdepending upon the scale of the change. Since timeliness
and tradeoff understandhgs are more important to decisicm-&
at a
larger scale partiahly considthe limited pmision provided by
conformity models. Thus,the implications might be able to be determined at
the scenario level and still be influentialto the decision process.
c. There is no off-the-shelfmodel available for such an approach at this
time; thus new or refined models are a key component of the research.
Incorporate into statute explicit policy direction to USEPA/U.S. DOT to
support the revision of air quality regulations in a manner that is
intended to avoid analytical burdens that preclude officials from
understanding the implications of alternative combinations of
transportation projects, policies, and operations.
d. A 'Test and Evaluation" approach could be initiated jointly by FHWA
and FTA with EPA to test the feasibility of such modeling and administrative procedures, and in the meantime, allow recipients to receive
timely conformity approval. An interagency MOU could be establish as
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an initiative to minimize unnecessary delay due to iterative conformity
detemhations while encouraging recipients to build the capacity to
undertake necessary analyses.
6. Expand the availability and use of programmatic agreements for additional
CEs. States currently develop agreements with FHWA that allow them to
essentially determine classes of improvements that will be CEs, eliminating
the need to review individual projects. Now that there has been a long
period of experience with CEs, there are likely to be additional improvement
types that could be defined in such a way as to be added to the list and used
with confidence that due diligence is taking place. This is happening in a
piecemeal fashion at the individual grantee level (mostly by FHWA Divisions
for items that are noncontroversial in their locations). FHWA and ETA could
initiate a solicitation from their grantees as to the areas that could benefit
from additional programmatic CEs.

-

a. Background The technique of programmatic agreements is contained in
CEQ regulations 40 CFR 1508.4 and represents categories of actions which
do not individually or cumulatively have a significant effect on the environment and, W o r e , neither an environmental assessment (FA) nor an
EIS is required. A specific list of CEs that normally do not require any
NEPA documentation or FHWA approval is set forth in 23 CFR
77l.l17(c). Other projects, pursuant to 23 CFR 77l.l17(d), also may qualify as CEs if appropriately analyzed, documented, and approved by
FHWA at the Division level. States currently develop agreements with
FHWA that allow them to essentially dekmine classes of improvements
that will be CEs, eliminating the need to review individual projects.
7. Streamline and coordinate reporting requirements to reduce redundant
reporting to multiple entities.

a. Particularly considering the relative size of the Federal transportation
grant programs, Administrative actions should take into consideration
the multiple uses of grant information. The challenges associated with
new reporting requirements under ARRA should be considered "lessons
learned" and duplication should be avoided.
b. Evolving reporting requirements under the Recovery Act (U.S.DOT program reporting, OMB -s
reporting, supplemental reports
required by the Congress)demonstrated extra resame requirements. As
reported by the GAO, 'The existing Federal surface transportation structure has welletablished programs and processes that were understood
by state departments of transportation, local transit agencies, and others.
The Recovery Act requirements and supplemental guidance have created
many challenges for state highway and transit program officials who
were only accustomed to meeting normal reporting requirements."
8. Simplify Federal approval processes when Federal formula grants are less
than one-third of the project costs.

a. Titles 23 and 49 could be amended to provide authority for recipients of
formula grants providing more than two-thirds of the project funding to
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certify that they will comply with all Federal statutory requirements and
be permitted to proceed without further approvals.
i. These actions would be subject to recall, or a "shut-down" notice
should the Federal agency make a finding that a particular Federal
statutory requirement is not being met.
ii. Require in statute that U.S. DOT, along with other regulatory

agencies, initiate an effort to develop consistent expectations for
environmental permitting and proamment requirements across all
modal formula grant programs.
iii. This would not only promote an "even playing field" such that grant

recipients would be able to manage on a more intermodal basis, but
would give such projects more flexibility to choose from the appropriate funding source.
.iv. The degree of judgment in applying these processes to specific contexts should not be reduced by the statute.
b. Background - One of the advantages of formula grants is their efficiency - a characteristic that is critical to public works programs that have
a long planning and implementation horizon.
c. In contrast, discretionary programs create a "supplicant role" for potential
grant recipients - large discretionary awards require specialized applications with large, up-front costs and long waiting periods between decisions. Technical reviews are often blended with policy and political
priorities. These may be justified for the largest of mega praSects.Simplified criteria should be used for smaller investments and particularly for
those which are relatively routine and where the authority to select
projects within program purposes rests with the recipient. This has been
the longstanding approach under Title 23. Expectations for Title 49 programs have been less so, strongly influenced by the New Starts processes.
d. Reauthorization is the appropriate setting to reinforce longstanding
expectations for conducting Federal approvals in both highway and transit programs under the highway formula model. Authorizers can make
clear that during implementation, the temptation to apply large discretionary application rules to more routine, formula grants where the Federal
funds are only one of many sources are to be avoided.
9. Require in statute that U.S. DOT initiate an effort to develop consistent
expectations for envhmmental permitting and proamment requirements
across all modal formula grant programs.

10. Advance as full partneR the teaming practices and "work-amds" that have
been opportunisticallyused by sponsors and agencies to make Federal processes
work. These are discussed in more detail in Approach 2 but are repeated here as
they could reflect a Federal commitment to outcomes. (Best Practice)
11. Establish Administratively clear, up-front criteria for Federal eligibility and
project approval to build an understanding of what infomution is necessary
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to advance a successful project. Formula funding with clear financial
matching requirements help grant recipients be more realistic as they have
ccskinin the game." (Best Practice)

12. (Best Ractice)

13. Development of multiagency stewardship agreements can help set ground
rules and manage expectations as individual projects move t h g h the
approval pipeline. (Best Practice)

2.2

APPROACH2 - TEAMING
PARTNERS
FOR
Improvements to Grant Programs will clarify the respective roles of Federal.,
state, and local agencies for accountability and efficiency in achieving jointly
developed milestones.

Findings
a

Relationships between and among Federal agencies, grant recipients, and
subgrantees are key to timely program delivery and implementation. Strong
relationships built on trust are critical to supporting innovative processes that
accelerate program and project delivery.
Effectiveness of Federal investment suffers when oversight is equated with
risk aversion. In effect, control is valued over timeliness or budget. Delay is
considered acceptable by the grant makers and regulators and even seen as
evidence of diligence. This is out of step with today's business envhnment
which recognizes the value of time for both public and private investments.

-

-
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Federal agencies are not accountable for delays or cost increases imposed
by the approval processes.
Federal agencies frequently engage in numerous and iterative critiques
and are not assessed on their ability to establish and communicate criteria
and directions "up front," particularly for formula grants. Combining
reviews rather than conducting them sequentially have been shown to
have benefits for all involved (for example: NEPA1404).
In contrast, emergency situations demonstrate that repair and replacement of facilities require minimal processing and that Federal skills and
experience can add significant value. When public consensus and pressure are present, barriers to expedited processing essentially disappear
because Federal agencies' priorities are in sync with those of their Grant
recipients. It can be argued that should be the case even in "slow" emergencies such as predictably deterioratingfacilities.
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Grant recipients can improve timeliness when they work to find common
goals with Federal agencies. When
grant recipients work to understand
and address agency policies, priorities, and other concerns (for example,
by initiating progressive management
and accounting practices), their efforts
are usually well received. (See Case
Study in Utah at right.)

In Utah, the transit agency, UTA sbhm to have
complete buy-in on all pmjects. All s2ekehoba
am invohred horn the beginning of a pm$d end
they identify mutual interests. UTA also meek with
the FTA regional oflice once a month to
what is working and what is not on any given
project If them is a major issue, UTA will ask for a
kngermeetingwithFTAsotheycanwwkeverything out together. This way, papennork is not
transferred back and forth multiple times, saving
administrative time.

Timely regulatory reviews and actions are valuable even if the result is "no."
Accelerating program and project delivery is particularly critical when
resources are stretched thin and immediate employment benefits are available. The worst situation for potential grant recipients is to be "strung
along" i.e., they must expend scarce resources to make progress under a
process that leaves projects and programs in limbo or they cannot move to
consider alternatives because it would undermine their negotiation position.

High-Potential Actions
1. Establish in Federal law a new "Program Delivery Partnering man" option

that would clarify expectations for Federal grant recipients and agencies. At
the option of the potential grant recipients, at the time that a class of projects
is being considered for inclusion in the (S)TIP, the grant recipients can submit
a Program Delivery Partnering Plan and/or convene an interagency meeting
to develop such a plan, including a time line and process agreement.
a. This provision could be either in an amendment to 23 USC 106 or contained in report language to accompany reauthorization.
b. Federal formula funds would be eligible to pay the expenses of such planning, including conduct of the meetings and procuring highquality facilitation. Features of the Project Delivery Partnering Plan (below) could be
adopted as appropriate.
c. Model for Consideration - The authority to conduct program oversight is
contained in 23 USC 106 and has been interpreted as requiring FHWA
and the State to enter into an agreement documenting the extent to which
the State assumes the responsibilities of FHWA under Title 23. The
Stewardship/Oversight Agreement formalizes these delegated responsibilities and agements to address how the Federal-aid highway program
will be administered in the State. FHWA Divisions currently develop
tailored Stewardship Plans, individual to each state, which document
such expectations and working relaticmships.
d. The Program Delivery Partnering Plan envisioned here would include a
broader set of partners, including Federal and state r e m e agencies and
others as locally applicable. It could be useful in working across modes
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as well since at the request of the grant recipients, modal agencies would
be compelled to participate.
Establish in Federal law a comparable optional "Project Delivery Partnering
Plan" requirement for Federal grant recipients and agencies. At the option of
the potential grant recipients, at the time that a project is being considered for
inclusion in the (S)TIP, the grant recipients can submit a Roject Delivery
Parhering Plan and/or convene an interagency meeting to develop such a
plan, including a time line and process agreement.
a. This plan would clarify expectations for Federal grant recipients and
agencies. This could be either in an amendment to 23 USC 106 or contained in report language to accompany reauthorization.
b. Policy direction in accompanying report language to agencies would be
explicit in support of the constructive use of elevation to resolve problems
expeditiously.
c. Policy direction to agencies also would explicitly allow for a "default"
value in the arranged time lines; i.e., failure to take a Federal approval
action according to schedule means Federal concurrence with advancement to the next stage unless Federal agencies identify specific concerns
and specific remedies in accordance with the time line.
d. Federal formula funds would be eligible to pay the expenses of such
planning, including conduct of the meetings and procur@ highquality
facilitation.
e. Extend the option to transit and other modes of using Federal formula
funds to supplement resources for project reviews (environmental and
otherwise), with clear interagency MOUs.
f. Model for Consideration - Requirements currently in law for Financial
Plans for mega highway projects. 23 USC 106(h) currently requires recipients of Federal financial assistance to develop an annual financial plan
for Major Projects of $500 million or more and projects with a total cost of
between $100 million to $500 d o n . The focus of the existing requirements are financial planning whereas the Project Delivery Partnering
concept could extend to the full development and exemtion cycles for projects and include the full set of Federal agencies in the understandings.
Establish in law a "prompt action" provision with Federal budget consequences. Under such a provision, Federal agencies would be required to act
on project approvals within a set deadline.
a. Baselines would need to be established through a rulemaking process.
b. Failure to deliver could result in delay costs charged to the agency. For
example, the penalty for delay in approving a document could be set as a
fixed percentage of the cost to prepare the document.
c. Alternatively, failure to deliver could be considered approval and acceptance to move to next implementation step.
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d. Such "prompt payment" requirements could be waived if a 'Trogram
Delivery Partnering Plan" were in place. This would motivate agencies to
participate in such interagency agreements.
e. Model for Cansideration- "Prompt payment" act under which the
Federal government would pay interest should it fail to pay legitimate
invoices on a timely basis. tp"
payment" provisions exist throughout Federal programs which apply to both recipients (in payment of their
contractors and subcontractors) and the Federal government. For example, under the Federal-aid Highway Program, the Federal government
must pay interest should it fail to pay legitimate invoices on a timely
basis.
4. Establish in law a partnering Recognition and Award Program. Demonstrate
the value of partnering and problem avoidance by setting up an Award program within the Federal establishment that highlights and rewards collaborative practices with exceptional outcomes, including strong grant recipients
partnering relationships and Federal agency value added, resulting in accelerated program delivery through problem avoidance.

a. The Federal Government has the authority under Title 5 USC to conduct
such programs to recognize and motivate both Federal employees and
grant recipients/the public. The degree to which such programs would
be established in statute would be a function of the high visibility that
sponsors would want to create.
b. Goal would be not only to reward outstanding performers but to help
replicate key features of such constructive experiences. A panel of peers
would determine the selections based on applications. Award money
could be made directly to individuals on staff of either agencies and/or
recipients.
c. Partnering across modal lines and jurisdictions would be encouraged
with specific categories of best practices established to showcase these
aspectsd. In our interviews, we frequently heard that constructive working relationships particularly with customer-focused Federal field offices recognize the 'tvin-win" relationship at both the agency and personal levels that Grant recipients success is Federal success. It would be stifling to
dictate "how" such relationships would develop but the features of successful models exist; holding regular meetings to discuss projects, issues,
and advance trust and partnerships were frequently cited.
e. Partnering across modal lines and jurisdictions would be encouraged
with specific categories of best practices established to showcase these
aspeds.
f. Model for Consideration - FHWA has numerous award and recognition
programs that reward collaborative performance - this would be tied
specifically to acceleration as well as quality results. .
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5. Utilize the new Executive Order that requires Federal agencies to review
their rules to remove those that "stifle job creation and make our economy
less competitive." Work with the Obama Administration to apply the
Regulatory Review embodied in EO 13563, issued January 18,2011, to those
regulations and agency practices that impact timely surface transportation
grant delivery.
a. Issuance of an W is the prerogative of the White House and then has the
force of law with respect to Executive Branch agencies.
b. Model for considerationwith lessons learned:
i. EO 13274 Environmental Stewardship and Transportation Infrastruchm
Project Reviews (originally issued by President Bush in September
2002) had the purpose to "emphasize the importance of expedited
transportation project delivery while b e i i good stewards of the

environment."
ii. Under the Bush era EO, a continuing set of activities was established
which brought the various executive branch departments together as
a Task Force to address the issues that exist due to coordination and
co~municationfailures. The Task Force has continued at a staff level,
including environmental toolkit development and capacity training
by FHWA and FTA.
iii. What appears to be missing is continuation of the eight agency Task

Force charged with developing policy recommendations regarding
aspects of the environmental review process or the designation of
new priority projects and serving as a means to elevate issues to the
highest decision points.
c. Alternatively, the interagency Task Force established under the W could
be established by Congress, making these Task Forces and activities
permanent.
6. Establish in law and provide dedicated fundins, a "Transportation Program
Delivery Academy." The purpose would be to improve the training and
understanding among senior officials at Federal/state/local levels, not just
within the transpartation agencies, but in the other regulatory agencies as
well.

a. "Slots" in the program would be reserved for non-transportation regulators and this policy direction would be provided for in report language
accompanying the statute. Support from the Administration at the highest levels (such as the C o d on Environmental Quality) would be beneficial. "Swaps" of personnel under interagency memoranda would limit
the out of pocket training costs for such a program.
b. Certification could be established as demonstration of qualification for
senior-level rating in the Federal Civil Service to motivate participation.
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c. The scope would not be limited to mega projects but to program management at the executive level. Participation would be open to private sector
professionals through tuition.
d. Through rotational assignments and certification programs, greater exposure and greater competency would be developed among program
administrators. Coursework would sensitize program managers to
development and implementation issues and provide opportunity to
experience integrated planning and other techniques.
e. Model for Consideration - The National Highway Institute 0,
a staff
office in FHWA Headquarters was established by Congress in 1970 as the
training arm of FHWA, and develops technical training for FHWA, state,
and local employees associated with Federal-aid highway work. This
training is conducted primarily through a program of short courses both
in the classroom and on-line. Tuition and direct educational expenses
(excluding salaries) are an eligible use of Federal-aid formula funds. Participation in these courses is voluntary.

-

f. Model for Consideration Several topical "centers for excellence" were
established as part of SAFETEA-LU's research programs. Under this
program, AASHTO conducts its Center for Environmental Excellence in
cooperation with FHWA to promote environmental stewardship, encourage innovative ways to streamline the transportation delivery process,
and serve as a resource for transportation professionals. Such a center
could be directed to establish and execute a certification program.
Take fuller advantage of provisions which pennit recipients to supplement
staff at FHWA Division offices and/or Resource Agency field offices, to
expedite high-priority projects for environmental review; extend that statutory authority to other reviews.
a. When grant recipients have chct Many DOTS fund positions in resource a g d m
sen to use Federal-aid formula and Wain consultants for positbns in other
funds to supplement staff at agencies to expedii the review and appmval
W A Division offices or other pmcass. In M i , the DOT shams dfice space
the Department of Natural Resources, which
regulatory agency field offices, a with
f a c i l i conversation and aeates a good working
clear benefit has been shown when relationship.
an understanding (with written
Memoranda of ~ndcktanding)between the agencies is developed as to
the priorities to be addressed and the projects that those staff will be
working on. The expectations are clearly to address workload issues
rather than to introduce a bias in the analysis or favorable treatment in
the Federal decisions. (Best Practice) (See Case Study in Missouri at right.)
b. 23 USC 139(j) codifies the eligibility established in SAFETEA-LU, permitting Federal-aid formula funds or Title 49 funds to provide additional
resources to Federal agencies (including US. DOT), state agencies, and
tribes participating in the environmental review process. This could be
amended to extend beyond environmental work to other aspects and
modes of program and project delivery.

A m h t i n g Federal P m p m and Pm~cctDelimy

8. Expand the use of integrated analysis and permit approvals such as National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Clean Water Act Section 404procedures.

a. As explained on FHWA's website: "In 1992, the U.S. DOT,EPA, and the
Department of the Army issued a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
entitled "Implementation of the Intennodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA)." .... This MOA established initiatives to improve
the regulation and reduce inefficiencies under Section404 of the Clean
Water Ad. ... Merging the FHWA NEPA and Section404 permit
processes expedites project decision-making and leads to one overall
public interest decision, at one point in time, for a Federal-aid project.
Both the NEPA and Section 404 processes involve the evaluation of alternatives, the assessment of impacts to resources, and the balancing of
resource impacts and project need." This is an opportunity for sponsors
to adopt best practice. In practice, regional efforts to adopt and tailor the
integration more locally are key to making the process successful and are
highly dependent upon regional leadership and relationships.
b. Transportation law does not require the NEPA/404 process. The decision
to use a formalized merger process or other formal streamlining mechanism is in practice essen&dly the option of the sponsor such as the state
DOT.
c. The Council on En-tal
Quality (CEQ)issued Regulations jb
Implementing the Procedural Pm'sions of the National Enmmmental Policy
Act (40 CFR §5150&1508). The citations pertinent to this proposal from
the CEQ regulations include:
i. Section 1506.4 combining documents. "Any envirunmental document
in compliance with NEPA may be combined with any other agency
document to reduce duplication and paperwork."
ii. Section 1502.25 "To the fullest extent possible, agencies shall prepare
[environmental impact analyses] c-y
lt
with and integrated
with.. . related surveys and studies required by.. . other envhnmmtal review laws and executive orders."
9. Initiate early and ongoing teaming The North Carolina DOT (NCDOT) begen he Low
between Federal transportation agen- Impact Bridge Replacement Rugram to plan,
aes, Resource Agencies, and Grant design, and replace kidgss widn one year, fmm
recipients/program sponsors to create start to finish. To accomplish this, NCDOT awted
Interagency LeadershipTeam, bringing resource
high-performance teams with shared an
agencies together to jointly develop a shamlined
goals and outcome expectations on environmental processfor rapid delivery.
major projects. Joint planning and
awareness begins well in advance of requests for "official action." Early
identification of potential issues and strategizing for results creates trust,
credibility, opportunity for innovation, and mutual respect. Sponsoring
agencies have the benefit of more complete information so that they can
make decisions that avoid wasting time pursing unachievable program or
project goals. (Best Practice) (See Case Study in North Carolina at right.)
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10. Require relevant Federal agencies to participate with recipients and project
sponsors as standard, protocol in establishing and managing to a time line
with a series of clear milestones. Federal agencies adopt this step as a serious
component of their oversight and stewardship responsibilities. Lessons
learned and relationships developed around large and complex projects are
then applied across the board. (BestPractice)
11. Ensure that interagency working groups have formal agreements or informal
understandings in place as to when decisions can be b'elevated" to higher
authorities to break impasses, and a clear expedation that such elevation
options will be used by project sponsors only if the working group cannot
resolve the issues in a timely manner. It has been observed that agency staff
prefer to handle issues at as low a level as possible, closest to where the direst
responsibility lies, and thus the pressure to avoid elevation can be constructive. Professional facilitators are often employed to promote progress on
highly visible projects. (Best Practice)

12. Apply "practical design" philosophies,
along with context+ensitive solutionsstyle techniques.

a. Bringing the public to the table
early m t
k tmmpmhtion phming
process, through context-sensitive
solutions (CSS), ensures that there
are no surprises or public outcry at
later stages in the project develop
ment process. (Best Practice) (See
Case Study in Michigan at right.)
b. Whether it is under the umbrella
of "Practical Design," "Smart
Tramportation"as in Pennsylvania,
or (S6, a growing number of States
have embraced flexibility in design
standards as a means to bring
environmental and communitybased concerns into the fodmnt.
c. The AASHTO guidelines at the
design level, for example, have
consistently provided flexibility in
design however, culturally, engineering judgment has almost
always favored a conservative
approach that avoids deviating
£ram the highest standads whether
from fear of tort liability or the
desire to provide the public with
long-lasting quality products or
both.
Cambridge Systmmtics, Inc.

The Grand V i s i i in Michigan ie one of the most
comprehensive citizenled initiatives in the cowhy
to address growth and bnspartation iesuee in a
sixmly Michigan region. The group originated
over a disagment with a pmpmed highway and
bridge project The lack d iniliai collaboration
caused the funding to move from the transportation
project to this community plarming effort The
Grand Viion now prwides an open and tram
and
parent pr~cegsso consensus can be &ed
projeds can advance.

A number of State Departments of Transpartelkn,
Muding Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Massachrneta
Vermont Missouri, Washington, and Oregon m
using a new,
towxab
rate transportation projects. Knwn spedffcally as
Smart Transpohtion in Pennsylvania, the program
advancespmjedsby:
identifying oppodunities fur cost savings by
making sure that existing Mashdm inva8tments are W n care of llrst
Ensuring that all pra$d needs are dearly
undendoodand ddned;
0

Approaching design standards, wilh more
tlexibili;
Prioritizing high-valdknwmi prqjec$;
(xe9ting opporhrnitifjs for shering resources
(aaw#ijurisdictions and a c m agencies); and
Utilmng Contaxt Sensiive Solulions (CSS)
principles to involve the community early in the
planning process.
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d. "Practical design standards" have been defined as a collaborative, interdisciplinary approach that involves interested entitles to develop a facility that fits the physical setting, balances costs with scope, maintains
safety and mobility, and preserves the scenic, aesthetic, historic and environmental resources.
e. Another benefit is that this approach can decrease program and project
delivery time and reduce project costs by scaling the project to the
situation.

APPROACH3 - INTERNALRECIPIENT
FOCUS FOR
Grant recipients-based strategies can reap program-wide time and cost savings
on both routine and major projects.

Findings
Across the transportation sector, project delays are often considered "standard practice" and "beyond the control" of the sponsoring agencies. There
are many reasons for this perception. This research sought to look c o m p
hensively at sources of delay associated with Federally funded transportation
projects and to identify possible remedies. It should be noted that beyond
the delays that are directly attributable to Federal laws and regulations, the
perception can discourage private sector acceleration efforts when Federal
funds are used. The remedies that are described here reflect an assessment
that some delays are at least in part the result of industry practice rather than
any specific Federal requirement. Without a specific statutory or regulatory
impediment, there is greater potential for expediting Federally funded
projects by smoothing the way for the adoption of techniques and management practices that move beyond traditionally low expectations by those
working on transportation projects to higher ones befitting the public's
business.
When Federal project delays are discussed, Grant recipients often attribute
such delays to "lack of funding." In reality, we have come to understand that
sometimes sponsors begin work on development of projects in part to satisfy
various constituencies, e.g., a region within a state. In such cases, project
development may later be delayed intentionally, due to a lack of construction
funds and thus cannot be fairly attributed to Federal requirements. A related
observation is that it is the lack of predictability of future funding as much as
the funding level that impacts how "project pipelines" are managed by both
grant recipients and grant making agencies alike. Strategically managing
acquisition and deployment of staff and other resources is significantly
improved for projects with relatively long development phases when future
program levels are predictable, even if only within a range of certainty.
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-

-

Operational policy varies among potential grant recipients as to whether
there is sufficient value in developing and keeping current a set of "ondeck" and closer to "ready-top" projects to justify the investment. The
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA)gave us a window
into the implications of these policies. Having a group of "shovel ready"
projects paid off for grant recipients who, as a result of ARRA's short
advance time and tight deadlines, were in a position to be opportunistic.
Others grant recipients have taken a more conservative approach and
conserve overhead costs by delineating and designing only their top priorities. They argue that a "shelf' of "old" projeds does not always conform
to evolving priorities and builds unreasonable expectations among
constituents.
Grant recipients acknowledge that
their experience with delay in (SANDAG), the MW for the Sen Diego region,
using Federal funds can impact receives a hatfcent local sales tax and parttm
their program strategies. The with C a h s , MTS, and NCTD to advance highdegree to which grant recipients
are dependent on Federal funds
for the&capital program has a great influence on these decisions as well.
(SeeCase Study in San Diego at right.)
u

))

For those grant recipients whose own regulations and requirements
closely mirror Federal requirements, it is more efficient to treat all
projects as if they will be Federalized, optimizing their ability to move
offers the advantage of
across Federal program funding "silos.'"
being able to shift and substitute projects more easily should the
Federal funding be delayed.
For those who have significant capital funding sources beyond the
Federal programs and desire to minimize delay from significantly
slower Federal approval processes, they apply the Federal funding for
less controversial, less environmentally sensitive, and simpler projects
even if those pqSectsmay not be their highest priority. In such situations, concentrating non-Federal funding on more complex projects
where local control of time and budgets is more easily maintained has
great value.

Looking inward, some grant recipients are changing their operating s t r u w
to better focus their limited resources. As with most organizations, particularly those with the size and impact of transportation agencies, leadership
plays a critical role in preparing for and carrying out functional responsibilities. As DOTShave matured and missions have evolved, strong leadership at
the top has been recognized as key to success. When communication of
priorities is strong and work teams are empowered and accountable,
program/project delivery benefits can be measured in both time and cost. A
number of the interviewed DOTSargued that leadership is the key element to
accelerating delivery, specifically including:
Cambridge Systmmtics, Inc.
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Setting priorities, following through with intemal resources and conse-

quences, and personally intervening with extemal partners to keep these
priorities on schedule and within budget.

-

Establishing internal structures The Kansas DOT (KDOT), as well as mad olher
that better balance the tendency of agendes have adopted a "team approach" to
functional specialty units to inhibit m a ~highway
r
-P
by orgenwnu ~rojed
-8
members repregenting d i i fmdiod
a comprehensive project perspec- wilh
areas of the Deparbnent The hats of the team is
tive. Top leadership is seen as to develop a higherquality project, on h a , end
critical to effectively establishing within budget through W r coordination end mm
and using project management munkation during the med development pmess.
Alternatively, the Utah Transit Agency e s $ b l i i
teams that are accountable for one project manager for the life d a projed to
results, open to innovation, and ensure that a project M i n s continuity as it moves
create opportunities for better betweendifferent departments.
communication across functions
along the entire "life" of a project. (See case study for Kansas at right.)

Some grant recipients have recognized that they can increase efficiency (and
in the long run reduce costs, increase predictability, and accelerate individual
projects) if they "bundle" projects with similar characteristics. In a sense,
they can harness "economies of scale" if they can justify obtaining and organizing resources based on the common elements of a class of projects. Prime
candidates for this treatment include asset preservation for a class of f d t i e s
(such as bridges or pavement), safety upgrades in a transportation corridor
or comdors, or operations (such as installation and maintenance of traffic
signals). This would still allow for projects to be customized for site and
community conditions but the investment in addressing common features for
priority classes of investments can be substantial. The key is finding the
proper balance between standardization and customization to outweigh the
costs associated with preparation as compared to those associated with "oneof-a-kind" efforts. Examples include:

-

-
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ank king" various mitigation
investments such as wetlands and
other environmental features. (See
case study San Diego at right.)

TheSmDmmd-w
the MPO forthe San D i i ~ e g k n e a b ~ a d dkcel
e
funding lor an Environmental M
i Progam.
When the environmental Impads of a transportatkn
project need to be mitigated, the funds are already
in place to do so, acceleratingthe project

'Templates" have been adopted to
help standardize the project development process in a production- The Maryland State Highway Adminisbatkn (SHA)
line fashion. The process of build- cullivatestheiremploymssotheyamprdidentln
ing a template not only has the their subject areas. This technique can accelerate
because it oRers one point of c a n i d Iw a
advantage of developing an agreed- projects
key area, ensures that tasks are executed mrrectly
upon process that Federal agencies lheiisttime,andbi#sWamongolhera@es by
might accept on a streamlined alkwhg them to work with the same SHA penwnnel.
basis but also helps develop technical proficiency by recipient staff. (See case study Maryland at right.)

Cambridge Systematics, Im.
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-

Safety audits have helped identify corridor-wide improvements that can

yield benefits across similar facilities in a state or other jurisdiction.

Among the most difficult project phases on which to control budget and
schedule for transportation agencies involves right-of-way acquisition, utility
relocation, and railroad inksecths. These activities can become turf wars
between transportation interests and relatively independent third parties
"all" that can be accomplished from the point of view of some transportation
agencies is to meet Federal uniform relocation and other "non-transportation"
requirements as fast and as cheaply as possible. The challenges multiply if,
because of location umertahties, they are not addressed until late in the
design phase or early in the construction phase. The lessons learned about
interagency collaboration can be applied here as well.
- Finding common ground in advance of individual project decisions can
help grant recipients regularly work with these third parties. For example, utility companies have their own resource constraints and infrastructure management pressures. If transportation agencies and utilities
can stake out a mutuality of interests, they can help each other find synergy or at least avoid direct conflict.
- Particularly for subsurface utilities in congested and older urban areas,
the exact location of these utilities may not be known. Developing a longterm relationship with these third parties, including developing mapping
resources for shared use in advance of any particular project siting, can
provide very valuable information in a timely manner.
- Integrated internal teams which bring right-of-way specialists into the
projed development process as early as possible can help avoid delays
due to insufficient time gaining access to residential and commercial
properties where there are conflicts with the transportation right-of-way.

-

High-Potential Actions
Incorporate into Federal partnership apeements explicit commitments by
their headquarters/resource center/regions/field offices in support of
remaining on schedule and on budget. As an initiative of the U.S.DOT,these
commitments would not be empty promises but backed up with allocation of
U.S.DOT'S staff, research agenda and budget to deploy appropriate tools
and techniques. Alternatively, Congressional support could be provided by
appropriation or reauthorization line item or report language.
a. Based on that mission, U.S.DOT'S research agenda and budget would
reflect a plan to concentrate Federal research and staff resources on s u p
port for technical assistance, cross-training, and tools to foster improved
business practices.
b. This could be coordinated with the NCHRP and TCRP research agendas
as well. As a complementary or alternative approach, a pooled fund

Cudridge Systematics, Inc.
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study or administrative initiative could increase exposure to tools or
practices by:
i.

Sharing templates and other innovative techniques, including publishing successful experiences; and

ii. S h q latest techniques in cost estimating and control of scope,
including assisting agencies in determining the earliest possible time
during program and project development to match cost with scope.
An initiative of the U.S. DOT could seek a Federal research budget line item
that would sponsor a peer review and/or develop a model STIP/TIP
database that could help recipients in presenting information and serve to
increase transparency and access to project information while minimizing
special purpose reporting. Alternatively, Congressional support could be
provided by appropriation or reauthorization line item or report language.

a. Sharing cost and scope information about projects in a centralized state
system could ensure that the most up-to-date information is available to
internal decision-makers, Federal partners, and the public.
b. Since a primary goal in creating
SlPs and TIPS was facilitating
coordinated planriing, such tools
could be a step toward streamlining the current STIP/TIP processes. (See Case Study Albany at
right.)

The Capital District TranspoMbn Commlltw, the
MPO for Albany. New York u t i l i the cenbali
eSTlP program to update the S I P Ihemsehres
ona, a TIP amendment has been prpcegsed.
Although thii adds an &a step for the MPO, it
ensures that the amendment, particularly the
financial inlormalion and tha time line, are
consistentacross regional and date levels.

Establish a partnering grant initiative
between Federal Agencies and grant recipients to help transportation agencies
apply quality innovative contract management principles. Congressional
support could be provided by appropriation or reauthorization line item or
report l~~guagea. Upon application by a grant recipients, the partnering agencies would
work together to prepare for such proamments that do not follow the
traditional Design/Bid/Build approach, including a thorough and
thoughtful approach to communicating a project's specific outcomes.
b. This represents a cultural change for both owners and contractors where
a more proactive role by the Contractor and a less c o n t r o w oversight
role by the Owner is key to maximizing its benefits.
c. The literature shows that applying traditional Federal oversight criteria
(developed for the Design/Bid/Build model) can be counterproductivein
these newer relationships.

Acalerating Federal h g r a m and Pmject Delivery

d. In contrast, Federal agencies can
add value in a Design-Build situaDevekpment Pmcess, which Is a four*
prpceas
tion if they consider themselves that
encourages other agencies to parher with
part of a Project Quality Assurance MODOT so that innovative financing methods can
team, documenting that proper be developed for transportation projects.
Quality Control and w t y
Assurance is being performed. This partnerhg initiative could be
accomplished administratively or with Congressional direction. (See
Case Study Missouri at right)
4. Foster investments by public agencies to support their internal operations

such as information systems at the program and/or system levels that speed
decisions in the long run. Such investments should not be considered "excess
overhead" they can be worthy investments in their ability to leverage the
ability to expedite program-wide priorities. A new Federal program, as a
takedown from a national categoryI or Congressional appropriation or
reauthorization line item would highlight such practices.

-

a. Investments in ongoing program or system wide efforts can reap time
benefits on multiple projects, foster expedited decision-making, and
inspire partner confidence. These can include:
i. GIS mapping of roadways and roadsides;
ii. Resource inventories;

iii. "Land banking" (buying land on the open market ahead of project

development to reduce ROW acquisition costs and to protect transportation corridors); and
iv. Mitigation '%anki@ of environmental and historic assets.
b. Developing stronger relationships with utilities can have a long-run
payoff. Involving them early in the process; meeting with them to discuss the schedule of upcoming projects; creating a mutual understanding
of priorities.

5. Invest in the internal capabilities to effectively use innovative contracting
mechanisms such as Design/Build and construction management innovations that foster acceptance in the local industry. Forward thinking users of
Federal funds have worked to align agency interests with contractor interests
under innovative contracting mechanisms. Essentially, they identify the
major risks/concerns for a given project (completing work in a certain period
of timeI keeping a certain capacity available during construction, etc.) and
structure monetary incentives accordingly to incentivize contractor:
a. To reap the benefits of such innovative contracting approaches requires
these agencies to invest in the capacity to manage innovative contracting
for quality as well as time. Design-Build and related innovative contracting procedures have become more widely accepted across the

industry and many states now have some experience using Design-Build
or other innovative contacting practices on their transportation projects.
b. This system minimizes the project The M i r i DOT has enhanced the contradorl
risk for an owner and reduces the cmner mlathshlp by hosting querterly meetings
delivery schedule by overlapping with mpresentativeg of the general contrecling
Industry. By establishing a dialogue and including
the design phase and the con- the
wntra&s in the process, a mutual respect has
struction phase of a project. It is formed. This translates into more efficient rn
particularly important to the trading methods.
owner and the contractor that
requirements for results to be clearly spelled out in the request for proposals. The owner needs to establish internally and in advance the
criteria by which it will evaluate whether a proposal is responsive; subsequently, the owner needs to determine how the responsibility to assure
that results will be assured. (SeeCase Study for Missouri at right.) Some
(Best Practice) variations on the theme:

-

i. Design-Build AUows construction to begin prior to completion of
final design. 'This parallel processing .... Accelerating project startup. ... Risk is that construction might be started before all environmental pennits/approvals have been granted."
ii. A+B Contracting - Includes built-in financial incentive for the con-

tractor to complete a job on or ahead of schedule, as well as disincentives for not finishing on time.
iii. Construction Manager - General contractor (CMGC). Extends upon
the Design-Build approach by bringing the contractor to the table
even earlier in the design process.

iv. Evergreen Contracts - "On~all"or task order agreements with prequalified technical consultants sigdicantly abbreviate the procurement process when DOT staff need assistance on particular project
issues.
6. Revise current Federal guidance and The Minnesota DOT (MnDOT) inplemented a UtRty
regulation to encourage quality part- Coordination Recess, which is meant b molve
nerships between utilities and DOTS utilii conRii early and help advance all utilii
prior to consbutSon. MnDOT provides check
by malung it feasible for DOTS to wark,
lists to the project manager, the utility m r , and
develop this business line, either via the local agency pm$d manager so that all patties
utility contactom or as ''foxe account" dearly understand their rdes, responsibilities, and
work. Utilities could pay DOT to do nsxt!3tep!3toexpediithemlocation.
work or vice versa, allowing DOT to
achieve greater control over project schedules. Barriers are related to industry and administrative practice and perceived benefits to recipients rather
than statute. (SeeCase Study Minnesota at right.)
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Employ integrated project-based
teams,
including
participating The Maine State Legislature pamd the Local
Program, which dMded k#Be repeir
agencies and local governments. Bridoa
responsibililies between MaineDOT and the towns.
Some grant recipients have adopted MaineDOT was responsible for the lager kidges
business practices such as integrated and the towns were regponslbk Tw the smeller
This helped accelerate the large kidge
projed teams, to help ensure project spans.
prpjeds since DOT no longer had to wony about
management continuity across the calculating cost shares, preparing town billing, or
various project phases, from start to other administrative functkns that tend to slow
finish. This can extend beyond DOTS down the process.
to local levels of government who are
the beneficiaries of grants and may have the capacity to administer them.
The advantage of including on these teams members from the across all
agency functions (and potentially Federal partners) lies in enhanced
communication on a timely basis. Further, vesting such teams with
accountability and empowerment has been shown to help meet time,budget,
and quality standards. (Best Practice) (See Case Study for Maine at right.)

8. Improved internal processes can leverage greater trust with external partnerships. Stakeholder and partner confidence grows with demonstrated success.
Some grant recipients have begun by standardizing the routine on less controversial projects and this has helped them gain support from Federal field
staff for expedited treatment. (Best Practice)

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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More than 40 actual interviewswere conducted as sume individuals and agencies were interviewed
multiple times. Several additional interviewswere conduct on condition of anonymity.
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B. Case Studies
North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT):
Low-Impact Bridge Replacement Program
Accelerating Delivery with Early and Ongoing Teaming E@ts
In North Carolina, it was standard practice for simple bridge replacement
projects to take the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT)
three to five years to deliver.

This consumed time, but it also consumed funding. In the time it took to replace
one bridge, two additional ones became deficient, and the financial resources
could not keep pace.
To address these issues, DOT appointed an internal team to make recommendations for improvement. In doing so, they reahzed that there were two specific
concerns. The scope of bridge replacement projects had expanded significantly
over the years. Simple, or low-impact, replacements addressed a number of
needs, such as bridge approach highway alignment and roadway width, instead
of focusing on the immediate need, the bridge itself. As a result, simple replacements had become bigger and longer projects, with larger price tags, and more
environmental impacts.
To accelerate bridge praSectsand maximize financial resources, the team made two
recommendations; modify the design
standards for bridge replacements, and
plan, design, and construct simple
replacements, from start to let, in a o n e
year timeframe.

To be eonsidered a lowimpactbridge
replacement,the pject must:

Have constructioncosts of $1.2 mlbn or
lew
Require minimal permi$;

Have minor rightof-way and Wiimpads;

Not require a FEMA study or on site detour;
the
The
Department
developed
and
"Subregional Tier Design Guidelines for
Meet other Wmpact chat-aW&s.
Bridge Projects" to limit scope expansion.
.
These guidelines directed planners and
designers to minimize changes in the vertical grade, structure length and width,
approach roadway limits and rightaf-way for each site. The Guidelines helped
focus the replacement process to the bridge itself, accelerating the project.

To reach the aggressive one-year goal for replacing these bridges, the
Department knew that the biggest delay could result from the environmental
review process. To address this early, the Department solicited the help of the
North Carolina Interagency Leadership Team. The Team consisted of NCDOT,
North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, North
Carolina Department of Cultural Resources, North Carolina Department of
Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Commerce, North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission, U.S.Department of
Commerce NOAA Fisheries, North Carolina Agriculture and Consumer Services,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. DOT Federal Highway
Administration, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services. Their goal was to work together
and identify program e£ficiencies to accelerate transportation projects. In particular, they developed a streamlined environmental review process to help deliver
low-impact bridge replacements in the one-year timeframe. The efforts of this
group, as well as the intemal group, led to the development of the Low-Impact
Bridge Replace Manual, which provides specific guidance on how to deliver they
bridges quickly and efficiently.
For more information on the Program, the Manual can be viewed at:
http:/ / www .ncdotorg/ doYYnload/prajects/~~~bridges/lowimpactbridge/final
rnanual.pdf.

The Grand Vision, Michigan
Incorporating Citizen Input Into the PIanning Process
In early 2000, proposed projects in
Traverse City, Michigan had reached the

final stages of environmental review. The
intent was to build a bridge over the
Boardman River, and realign and widen a
number of nearby roads. However, environmental groups contended that the
projects would encourage sprawl, fail to
solve regional traffic problems, threaten
the safety of children at Sabin Elementary
School,destroy vital we!tlands and wildlife
habitat, and degrade the county Nature
Education Reserve. During public meetings to discuss the prelimhry designs for
these projects, community leaders, urged
by growing public discontent, decided to
take a new direction.

i

Grand Wsion Guidng Priwiples:

Improve the region's existing nelworlr d madr
and public transportah, and prar#e bebr
Infrastructurefor bikem and p d d a n ~
Foster public and private l t v m b m b to
&mathan cilies, villages and planned growth
am.

Expand d i m and affordablehousing
options that fit the region's chamtw.
E m r a g e local food, farmii and rural
development as a vi$l part of our economy,
culture and identity.
I m p r a t e sustainable energy principles into
tnilding, transportation, pawer ganeretkn,
and all asp& of the region's economy.

Rdecf pre9enre, and reetore the water
resources, forests, natural areas, and scenic
beauty of the regim.

Using the Federal money that was origi- .
nally allocated for the bridge and road work, Michigan leaders representing local
and state government, business, environmental interests, and social services
hired a consultant team to lead a two-year planning effort in place of this construction The end result was a highly collaborative citizen-led effort called, the
Grand Vision.
The consultant team, led by national experts in visioning, public involvement,
and scenario planning hosted a number of workshops, to identify the best solutions for balancing transportation, land use, and housing o m t i e s in the
region. By the end of the planning process, 15,000 people had participated in

--

-

-

--

-
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workshops, served on volunteer committees, and ultimately mated a vision for
future growth.
Today, there are six county teams in Michigan (Antrim, Benzie, Grand Traverse,
Kalkaska, Leelanau, and Wexford) that are working to implement the principles
of the Grand Vision in their Counties. All future transportation and growth
investments are based completely on this citizen led vision for the future.
A lot of time and resources were used to move the original bridge and widening

projects through the environmental review process. Had the public been consulted earlier, that time and money could have been used more efficiently. The
Grand Vision demonstrates how critical it is to involve the public and garner
their support to advance critical projects.
For more information of the efforts of the Grand Visian, the web site is:
http:// www.thegrandvision.org/.

North Central Texas Council of Governments, Dallas- Texas
TIP Amendment and Modification Procedures
The North Central Texas Council of
Basic Definitionsfor Revisionsand
Governments (NCTCOG) is the desig- Amemlmk
nated Metropolitan manning Organization
Minar Revision- A minor change wittin the TIP
(MPO) for the Dallas, Texas region. Every to
a projed, project phase a~&,to fundLlg
MPO is required by Federal law to sources, or to projed phase i n i i dates.
develop a Transportation Improvement Amendment - A major change to the TIP sin41as
The TIP is a programming an a d d i i or deletkn of a pra$d a major
Program
dcmment that lists and prioritizes Federal change in the project cost or lnitiatkn dates, or a
chenge in the design concept or design
transportation projects, covering a period major
scope. Amendmen$ requima public review and
of four years. In recent years, the TIP has comment period, a re-demonstrationof fiscal
become a living document, being revised constraint,and potentially an air qualii conformi
(if in a maintenamor now
and updated constantly. If a project in the determination
attainmentarea) for the proposed c
h
a
mto be
TIP requires a major change, it is called an considered.
amendment; for minor changes, it is called .
a revision or an administrative modification.

m).

Federal regulations contain overarching definitions for what constitutes an
amendment versus a modification, but it is left up to the individual MPO to
coordinate with the state DOT, transit operators, and Federal transportation
agencies to further define what actions specifically trigger an administrative
modification or amendment. Over the last 20 years, state DOTS and MPO(s)
within each state have worked out specific definitions for "modifications" and
"amendments" and established the internal procedures for adopting them. This
has resulted in approaches that streamline the general process so that projects
can move forward in a timely fashion while still complying with all regional,
state, and Federal requirements.
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NCTCOG has worked with the Texas DOT to develop useful guidance and procedures on how to handle TIP amendments and modifications in a cooperative
and efficient manner. They jointly developed the Transportation Improvement
Program Modification Policy: Policies and Procedures To Streamline Project
Delivery. By clearly d
m all types of project changes (major and minor),
what triggers a major or minor change, and the correct procedures for making
the change, projects can move forward expeditiously. These procedures
empower the MPO to categorize a change and move the project forward, instead
of having to wait on a decision from the DOT or FHWA division office.
For more information on the NCTCOG TIP Procedures, the web site is:
http:/ / www.nctcog.org/ trans/ tip/ModificationPolicy.pdf.

Minnesota Department of Transportation: Utility Coordination
Rocess

Working with Utility Companies to Resolve Conflicts Early and Advance
Projects
One of the early hurdles for any large
Federal transportation project is to successfully complete the environmental
review phase. The next set of hurdles
comes during the detailed design and construction phases, when a number of
actions must take place, including utility
relocation. This can easily derail or delay
a project, but the Minnesota DOT
(MnDOT) has created a Utility
Coordination Process to minimize the
potential problems associated with utility
work.

Goals of the MnDOT Utility Coordination
Roeess:

Minimize project delays, mnslrucbkncosts,
and contrador claims asdated with utility
ieweg;

Optimizethe project developmentproma
with greater emphasis on early coordination
to reduce design and conshuction lime Wr
in the process;
Strengthen relathships and cooperation with
u W i owners; and
Foster consistent a p p l i i .
3

According to the AASHTO web site on Accelerating Project Delivery During
Detailed Design and Construction, the challenges that transportation agencies
face with utilities are: state transportation departments have little or no administrative powers over utility companies that fail to relocate and clear utility conflicts to meet the project schedule. A history of transportation projects being
shelved or postponed during the development process has caused many utility
companies to be reluctant to commit funds for utility relocation until there is
certainty that the project will be constructed. In many cases, the state transportation agency does not have authority to pay for the utility relocation, so it needs
to be performed at the utility's expense; therefore, it becomes a lower priority for
the utility company.
In 2005, MnDOT decided to address these challenges and created a set of goals to
foster relationships and enhance coordination efforts with utility companies. The
overall intent was to identify mutual benefits and accelerate project delivery. To
B4
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understand what was working and what was not, MnDOT formed an
Implementation Team, consisting of DOT staff, private utility companies, city
and county government, and consulting firms. The Team was charged with
developing an Implementation F%n, with specific strategies and actions for
achieving the utility coordination goals established in 2005.
The Team met with project managers to gather their insights into how well coordination efforts with utilities were progressing. It turned out that there were a
number of barriers, so the Implementation Team devised strategies and specific
action steps for overcoming each one. The recommendations in the Plan are useful to any transportation agency, struggling with utility issues on major projects.
The full Plan can be found on the MnDOT web site at:
http://
www .dot.state.mn.u~/utility/files/pdf/too~h~/implementation-plan.pdf.

Missouri Department of Transportation: Partnership Development
Process

Leveraging Resources to Advance Transportation Projects
One of the major barriers to timely project
delivery is the lack of full or adequate
funding. The Missouri Department of
Transportation (MoDOT) has recognized
this need and created a number of funding
programs to enhance existing resources
and help build key transportation projects.

Benefits of Financial Pamenhips:

Jointly sdve problems;
Build and strengthen relatknshlp;

Increaseefficiency;
Develop innovalive solutions; and
Imprare coordination.

Under the Parhership Development
m
Program, MoDOT offers a variety of
financing options for public/public and public/private partnerships. They help
finance transportation projects that serve a public purpose, including: highway
and rail projects, transit equipment, air and water transportation facilities and
elderly/handicapped vehicles.
The financial programs they currently offer include:
Partnetship Funding Programs

Cost Share/Economic Development Funding: This money is meant to build
partnerships with local entities by pooling efforts and resources to deliver
state highway and bridge projects.
Cost Participation: This program helps localities make improvements or add
enhancements to a project that MoDOT is already constructing. Eligible entities can save on contractor mobilization and other costs by partnering with
Mom.

CambridgeSystematics,Inc.
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MoDOT Parherehip DebFinance Programs

Missouri Transportation Finance Corporation (MTFC): Any highway project
eligible for Federal assistance under Title 23 of the US. Code and any transit
capital project eligible for Federal assistance under Title 49 of the US. Code
can receive assistance under this program. The MTFC can provide financial
support to both public and private sponsors of eligible transportation projects
and can assist in financing any stage of the projed's development.
Statewide Transportation Assistance Revolving Fund (STAR): The STAR
fund provides loans to local entities for nonhighway projects such as rail,
waterway and air travel infrastructure. The STAR fund can also provide
loans to fund rolling stock for transit and the purchase of vehicles for elderly
or handicapped persons.
MoDOT Local Funding Options

MoDOT encourages the development of local districts that can leverage tax
or bond money to finance transportation infrastructure. These include
Transportation Development Districts, Transportation Corporations,
Community Improvement Districts, Neighborhood Improvement Districts,
Tax Increment Financing,and Economic Development Sales Tax.
To learn more about the MoDOT Partnership Development Program, the web
site is: http://www.modot.mo.gov/PartndpDevelopment/in.
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C. Employment Effects
The OCTA seeks to shorten the time it takes to apply Federal transportation
funds to its priority projects in order to accelerate the economic and productivity
benefits of those investments, primarily employment. This analysis addresses
the question: What are the employment impacts from transport investments and
what are the implications of acceleration of prompt program delivery on ' job
aeation?

Regional employment is often an important government objective. The impacts
of construction, operation and maintenance of transport infrastructure on
employment include both created and relocated jobs. Construction can be
assessed by methods which allow the direct, indirect and induced employment
impacts of transport infrastructure projects within the construction period to be
assessed. Direct and indirect employment linked to the operation and
maintenance of transport infrastructure is largely related to the level of traffic,
which can also be assessed.

Direct benefit of transport infrastructure investment is improvement of travel
conditions for its users. Users' behavior will thus change, with wider impacts on
the transportation network and regional economy. The impacts on the regional
economy include accessibility, level and location of employment and increased
efficiency.
Analysis of the impact of transportation investments on employment in a
regional economy is performed over the construction and operating phases of the
infrastructure. Employment associated with construction period is termed shortterm impact, and employment associated with the operating phase is termed
long-term impacts. Figure C.l shows the framework for this analysis.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.
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Figure C.1 Analytical Frameworkfor Employment Impacts

Transportation projects confer specific economic benefits in the short term due to
the purchase of goods and services; especially labor services (as shown in
Figure C.1), which are required during the construction phase. However, the
magnitude and distribution of these benefits may vary with the type and location
of improvement undertaken and the specification of construction matmiah.
When a major motorway construction or repair project occurs in a region, local
resources available in that region can become exhausted. This can occur when
the region is sparsely populated or lacks specific types of skilled labor. Also,
when the number and size of local companies are inadequate to meet the
requirements of the contracting authority, resources from outside the local region
are harnessed.
Table C.1 shows the economic impact of REMI (Regional Economic Modeling
Inc.)simulation of a proposed highway construction project of $300 million to be
started in 2011, with estimated construction period of three years. Table C.2
shows the results of a nine-year delay of the proposed project (assuming no cost
escalation). The effect of nine-year construction delay is the difference in total
impacts shown in Tables C.l and C.2. From these tables, the delay accounted for
loss of 3,050 jobs and $92 million in GDP.
At 3 percent annual inflation, the cost of that same $300 million investment rises
to $391.4 million and the economic impact associated with the revised project
cost was the same as that shown in Table C.2.
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Table C.1

Construction Impact of a $300 Million Highway Project
ConstmctrbnPeriod - 207 7-2073
ComtnrctionPeriod

EconomicVariables

2011

2012

2Ol3

Total

Employment (Thousands)

2.650

2.650

2.580

7.880

GDP (2000 Doltars in Billions)

0.089

0.095

0.097

0.281

Table C.2

Construction Impact of a $300 Million Highway Project
Construction Penbd - 2020-2022
Comtrudion P e r i i

Economic Variables

Total

20#)

2021

2022

Employment (Thousands)

1.630

1.620

1.580

4.830

GDP (2000 Dollars in Billions)

0.060

0.064

0.065

0.189

Direct Jobs
Direct jobs are generated through the following operations: design, land clearance, earthworks, drainage, engineering structures, pavement, and safety
equipment. Jobs relating to planning/design are created in the offices of the
engineering or planning firm(s). The remaining jobs are created on-site. The
number of jobs is determined by size and duration of the projtxt.

Indirect Jobs
Site supplies mainly concern quarry materials, cement, power, transport, services, steel wood, and equipment. Some of these materials are imported, while
the remainder is produced in the region. The demand for products for the construction site generates demand for goods and services for the production of
regional (non-imported) site supplies. This demand, in turn,generates demand
for additional goods required to make the products; this continues until the effect
is exhausted. This demand increases output of the production firms and generates additional jobs. The level of jobs created depends on the proportion of construction cost spent locally or in the region. The expenditure consists of domestic
intermediary consumption, imported intermediary consumption and the valueadded component of the supply sector (salaries and social charges, company
profits, taxes). Domestic intermediary consumption is the main driver of indirect
jobs.

Cambridge Systmratia, Inc.
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Induced Jobs
These jobs are linked to additional expenditure corresponding to salaries paid at
the construction site and to salaries paid to employees of the construction supply
economy (value-added). This refers to additional business in the areas of food,
housing, leisure and transport. Marginal changes in revenue mechanically create
new consumption according to the marginal propensity to consume and import,
and thus any additional production that generates new income.

Jobs associated with operating phase of the infrastructure are discussed below.
These jobs are either generated directly by the operation of the infrastructure or
by industry through improved competitiveness, derived from the operation of
the infrastructure, see Figure C.1.

Competitive Impacts
Competitive impact is the major source of long-term job creation. Unlike the
other impacts, jobs associated with competitive impacts are not directly related
to construction or operation of the transportation infrastructure. They are generated from the impact of the improved infrastructure on regional or business
competitiveness. Travel time savings and accessibility are the principal benefits
that drive regional competitiveness, increased output and job creation.
Travel cost and time reduction, and reliability arising from transportation
improvement translate into economic growth and job creation. This is attained
through improved regional competitiveness, a derivative of increased productivity and access to labor and consumer/supplier markets.
Travel time savings are benefits resulting from improvement in the e£fkiency of
the transport system (shortened routes, reliability, etc.). For freight, travel time
savings lead to monetary savings due to reduced hourly costs of transport services (e.g., drivers' wages, insurance, etc.). Additional benefit to businesses,
especially those that are freight dependent, is the conversion of travel time
savings to reduced supply chain costs such as inventory carrying costs. These
cost reduction translate into lower production cost, increased competitiveness,
and higher output, thus creating job opportunities to support output growth in
the short and long run.
In addition to travel time savings, transportation improvement may provide
enhanced access to key suppliers' and/or consumer markets or improved connections to intermodal facility. This may provide incentive for expansion of
existing businesses or attraction of new businesses, thus creating job opportunities. In the case of passenger rail transit, agglomeration economies can lead to
transit-oriented development that mults in a net gain of land development-based
economic activity in addition to the benefits arising from travel efficiencies.
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Another mechanism for increase competitiveness is improved access to labor
markets resulting in an increase in labor supply. This increases potential skill
sets and levels and potentially more competitive wage rates, leading to increase
d output and job
competitiveness. Improved competitiveness leads to '
creation.
Accelerated project implementation is expeded to yield incremental employment
and regional economic development (benefits) impacts. The incremental benefits
stems from the reduced opportunity cost due to the acceleration. Due to discounting factors applied to future benefits to estimate its present value, total economic benefit to society is inversely related to the expected time interval for
benefit realization. For example, at five percent discount rate, the present value
of $100, five years from today is $78.35. This means that the opportunity cost of
$100, five years from today is $21.64. Similarly, the net present value of benefit
stemming from a delayed project is diminished. The longer the delay, the lower
the present value of the associated benefit
Reduction in vehicle operating costs P C ) may be another source of business
competitiveness. For fixed trip matrices, improved transportation efficiency
leads to less fuel consumption and vehicle wear and tear, thus reducing operating cost. However, the improved efficiency may induce new travels, reveal the
latent demand for travel or cause changes to trip destinations. These changes in
trips may provide benefits (less VOC) or loss of W t s (increased VOC) to various road users. The latter deteriorates business competitiveness, leads to
reduced output and job loss, all other factors remaining unchanged.

Accelerated Project Implementation
Similar to the short-term impacts, acceleration of project implementation will
lead to long-term inmemental benefits during the operating phase of the infrastructure. The analysis below shows the economic impact associated with the
benefit derived by the retail sector from three-year operation of the proposed
$300 million highway infrastructure. The analysis assumes $20 million reduction
in operating cost of the retail sector.

Tables C.3 and C.4 show the results of economic impact associated with on-time
implementation and that for a b y e a r delay respectively. Based on the results,
the nine-year delay in project implementation led to a loss of 680 jobs and $10
million in GDP.
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Table C.3

Economic Impact Arising from Efficiency Gains
2014-2016
Operation Period

Economic Variables

2014

Empbyment (l'hwsands)
GDP (2000 Ddlars in Billions)

Table C.4

2015

2016

Total

0.76

0.94

1.07

2.77

0.04

0.05

0.06

0.15

.

Economic Impact Arising from Efficiency Gains
2023-2025
Operation Period

Economic Variabks

2023

2024

2025

Total

Empkyment (Ttwsends)

0.56

0.71

0.82

2.08

GDP (2000 Ddlars In Billions)

0.04

0.05

0.05

0.14

As businesses expand due to improved competitiveness, demand for input materials and services increases in tandem to accommodate the expansion, thus
causing further expansion in its supporting activities downstream. Therefore,
indirect jobs are those created in the expansion of the supporting businesses
associated with primary beneficiaries of competitive impacts. The increased
demand for goods and services from supporting activities further causes
additional production of goods to make the products, thus creating further jobs.
The level of jobs created depends on the local production capacity for the
required goods or services.

Induced jobs associated with competitive impacts are generated by expenditure
of salaries paid to employees associated direct and indirect jobs This additional
expenditure increases output and jobs in retail, housing, recreation and fwd services sectors. Marginal changes in revenue create new consumption according to
the marginal propensity to consume and import, and thus any additional production that generates new income.
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Direct Jobs

-

Toll Collectio-gement
These types of jobs are limited to toll roads/
bridges. Tolled transportation infrastructure creates job opportunities for
third-party toll collection/management agencies. The number of employees
per toll station depends on the t r f i level, number of road lanes and level of
electronic or automation services.
a

-

Maintenance Worh These jobs consist of work undertaken by companies
independent of the infrastructure construction company. Jobs include work
on carriageways, other fixed assets, and maintenance of road signs.

-

Public Safety The number of public safety and enforcement is, in part
based on the system of transportation infrastructure.

Indirect Jobs
Indirect jobs associated with operating the infrastructure are generated by
demand for goods and services by toll agencies, maintenance works, public
safety-

Induced Jobs
Induced jobs are generated by expenditure of incomes paid to employees associated with direct jobs. Induced jobs are mainly generated in the wholesale and
retail (including convenient shops), recreation and fwd services sectors.

GunbridgeSystematics, Inc.
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D. Synopsis of Key Options
Requiring Federal Action
Action

rnposal
1-1 Extend p a w a r d spending authority
Mnaulnmi4gtohFfJderaCa'd

mm

transit program.

Amend Section 115 of T i e 23, Advance Construdon.

Law Reg. Policy

•

M
, Pb*
bdMng
qi,,i,@f,,r&(.
taken in advance of approval to use Federalfunds; and

Would clarify that the recipientwould take any risks
asdated with actions prior to Federalappmwl.
1-2 AdminIsMlmly darify that TIP
Amendments can and should be
expedited by MPOs.

1 3 Extendthrough statute the SAFETEA-LU Amend SAFETEALU Saction 6005 (23 USC 327(h)) as
Section 6005 pilot that delegates author- relabs to the fiwstate pilot.
mndud NEPA hbhvay pWda
on behalf of the Federal government to h adaofafiwllyhm:
any state who can demonstrate h
Pibt beiyond August 2012;
capadtytodom.
Permanentstatus;

Extended to any other states who qualify; and
Remove wmmign immunity requirement
1 4 Remwe redundant steps in the current
system of processing Environmental
Impact Wemenb: Draft EIS, Final EIS,
and then a Record of Dedskn (ROD) in
sequence. Modemlze communication
techniques built on Internet-based
systemm

In cooperationwith Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ), revise their Regulations for Implementingthe
Rocedual Revisions of the Natiml Environmental
Policy Act (40 CFR #150&1508) CEQ to make regulatory change. The CEQ regulations could be adjusted
(alongwith the agency-level implementingregulations)
without violating the spirit of NEPA.
Alternatively: policy d

i

i by Congress.

1-5 Change air quality regulations to adopt a Establishthrough interagency MOU an initiative to minim
ize unnecessary delay due to iterativeconbrmity determimodular or scenario approach to
nations while encouraging recipients to build the capady
confomii.

A "Test and Evaulaotin"
approach could be initiatedjdntly
by FHWA and FTA with EPA to test the feasibility of such
modeling and a d m i n i m procedureg, and in the meantime, aHow recipients to receive timely conformii apprwal.

Cumbridge SyabmrPtics, Inc.
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F H A and FTA issue memoranda to darify that timely
action on TIP amendments am a matter of local determinabion and am not only acceptable but encouraged.
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~posal
1 6 Expand the availabili and use of pre
grammatic agreements for additknal
reviewlapproval.
C~adfioa*onmMMpm~

Adion

Law Reg. Policy

Revise programmaticagreements definitionas contained
in CEQ regulations40 CFR 1508.4.

•

A~*PofCEsthatnmIlydonotrequireany
NEPA documentation or FHWA approval is set forth in
23 CFR 771.117(c). Other projects, pursuantto 23 CFR
l7(d), may also qualify as CEs.
771.l

•

1-7 Streamline and mordinate reporting
requifmenbto reduce overlapping
reporling to multiple entities.

Adminlstrathmadkns should take Into considetationthe
multiple uses of grant infannationto minimizereporling
burden.

•

1-8 Simplify Federal apprwal processes
when F&l
formula grants are one
third or less of project costs.

Amend T i 23 and 49 to pmvide authwily for recipients
of formula grants providing more than hethirds of the
project funding to certify that they will comply with all
Federal statutory requirements and be permittedto pm
ceed without further apprwals.

1-9 Require U.S. DOT to initiate an effort to U.S. DOT could initiate independentlyas part of regulatory
develop consistent qmbtions for end- review or Congress could require it through statutdreport
ronmental pefmMng and procurement language.
requirements aaossall of the modes'
formula grant pmgrams.
2-1 Establisha new "Program D e l i
ParMng Plann capabili for Federal
agenci8s and r e c i p i i .

Amend 23 USC 106 to establish a new "Program D e l i
Partnering Plan" option that wwld cialily expedakns for
Federalgrant recipients and agencies. Pdicy direction in
accompanyingreport language to Agandes would be
explicit in support of the consbuctive use of elevation to
regohre pmblemsexpeditiously.

2-2 Establish in Federal law a "Project
Delivery Parbrering Pian" requirement
for Federal agendes and rsdpients.

Amend 23 USC 106to establish a new "Projed Delivery
Partnering Plann option that would clarify expedons for
Federal grant recipients and agendes. Policy directionto
Pgencieswould also explicitly alkw for a "default" value in
the arranged timelines, i.e., failure to take a Federal
approval action according to schedule means Federal
concurrence with advancementto the next stage unless
Federal agmdes identify specific mncems and spedfic
remedii in accordance with the timeline.

2-3 Establishin Federal law or regulations a Establish in law a "prompt action" provision with Federal
"prompt action" provis'i for Federal
budget consequences.
agendes.
Baselineswwld need to be established through a rule
making procegs.
Such "prompt payment" requirements could be waived
if a "Program Dellvery Parhering Plann were in place.
This d motivateageto padipate in wch interagency~--
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Action
Law Reg. P d i i
pr'JI-1
•
2 4 Establish in law a partnering recognition Highlightand reward collaborative practices with excep
tional outmms through a parbrering Recognition and
and award pmgram.
Award Program. The Federal Government has the authority under T i 5 USC to d u c t such programs to recog
nize and mothate both Federal employees and grant
r e c i p i i public. The degree to whii such programs
umuld be established in statute would be a function ofthe
high visibility that sponsors wwld want to cmte.

•

2 6 Utilii the new ExecutiveOrder 13563 to Issuanceof an ExewUveOrder is the prerogativeofthe
review rules to remove thosethat W e WhB Hwse and has the for#, of law for sxecutive branch
job creation and make w r economy less agencies. Regulatoryreview currently undernay.
competitive."
Athatively, an Interagency Task Fom as in prior EO
could be established by Congress, making the Task Form
and its actMties permanent

2 4 Establisha "Transportation Delivery
Academy" and certification program.

Establish in law and adequately fund a "Transportation
hogram Delhmry Academy." This could use the "centers
for excellence" model which were established as part of
SAFETEA-LU's researchprograms. Such a center could
be funded by Cangress to establish and execute a certificabion program.

2-7 Take fuller advantage of provisions
w h i i permit redpients to supplement
staff at FHWA DMsion offices andlor

Amend 23 USC 1390) to extend beyond envlmnmental
work to other aspects and modes of program and project
delivery.

mmNnwmmto
'*mn(sl'
hC4hw
my

prombrnvimIF

other reviews.

~ttmo~totransitandottw~ofusing
Federal krrmla funds to supplement -1~86 for project
reviews (environmental and othetwlse),with dear interagency MOUs.

•

•

a
-

2 8 Expandthe use of integrated analysis
and permit approvals such as National
Environmental Pdicy Act (NEPA) and
Clean Water Act Section 404
procedwes.

Council on EnvironmentalQualii (CEQ) issued
Regulatii for Implementingthe Roeedural
Rovisiom of the National EnvironnentalPdicy Act
(40 CFR #1XlO-1508).

•

2-9 Initiate eerly and ongoing teaming
between Federal agencies and grant
recipients.

Advance as an Executive branch Initiative.

•

-

Congressional support could be pmvided with appropriation or reauthorizationlineitems or report language.
Incorporateinto Federal parlnef8hip agreements specific
msoums.

2-10 Apply "practical design" philosophk,
along with umtextansitivedutionsdyk techniques that king the public to
the table earlier and use appropriate
design standards.

Cambridge Systematics, Inc.

•

Amend Ties 23 and 49 to Inaqorate into definition of
constnrction at the option of grantees.
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3-1

Adion
Law Reg
Roposal
Establisha Federal program either as an ExecuW branch
Incolporateinto Federal parbrership
iniliative or Congressional action. Support could be pre
agreements explicit commhnts that
vided with appropriationor reauthorization linebmor
will help projects remain on schedule
and on budget Back up those commit- report language.
nmnb with allocation of US. DOT'S
EstaMi& a psMng in'm
FM
mM
mearch
and wstb
daplou and grant recipients to tw~ptrampwtaiion agencjes appty
appropriatetods and techniques.
quality innovativecontract managementprinciples.

32 Seek a Federal research budget Ilm
item ttrat w l d sponsor a peer revlaw
andlor develop a model Statewide
Transportation Improvement.

3-3 Establisha parbreting grant initiative
between Federal Agencies and grant
recipients to help hnsporEatim agew
des apply quality innovativec o n M
managemmi principles.

22
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Initiativeto establish a program dabbase that could serve
to increase transparency and access to prc$ct Information

wicy
•
a

•

while minimizing special purpose reporting

Seek a Federal program either as an E x e a h branch
initiative or Congressional action. Support could be pre
vided with appropriation or reauthoriEation 1or
report language.

Revise current Federal guidance and
Baniers are related to Industry and admlnlstrathre p d c e
regulationto encourage quality partner- and peroeivedbenefits to recipients rather than statute.
ships betwen utilities and DOTs by
ULilities could pay DOT to do w r k or vice versa, allowing
maklng tt feasible for DOTs to devebp DOT to achieve greater control over project schedules.
lhis business line and allowing DOTSto
maintain control over the schedule.

a m
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